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ABSTRACT 

Objed-Oriented (0-0) technology has grown over the past decades into a well defined and 
Ïncreasingly popular style o f  programming. It offers great benefits for code maintenance, 
software extensibility and reuse, It also introduces new concepts such as inheritance, 
encapsulation, polymorphism and dynamic binding. Moreover 0-0 software is often analyzed, 
designed and implemented in accordance with an iterative incremental development process. So 
far the current research in 0-0 software engineering focuses on problem analysis, software 
design and implernentation. An imp~rtant activity which has not been deeply investigated is 
regression analysis and testing which involves revalidating parts of a software system after it is 
modified. The modifications may be caused by changes in the specification or code, Such 
adivity is commonly regarded as a major maintenance testing technique, although it can also 
involve the retesting o f  tested implementation in the system development phase. The objective 
of regression analysis and testing is to ensure that the modified parts of the software systern still 
satisfy their original unmodified requirernents. 

In this thesis, we introduce a novel method for conducting and managing regression 
analysis and testing activities during an 0-0 iterative and incremental development process. The 
underiying process of  the method is based on the following concepts, the Method Sequence 
Specification (MtSS) and the Message Sequence Specification (MgSS), the class firewall and 
tracea bility. 

A MtSS of a class documents the causal order in which the methods can be invoked upon 
instantiation of the class, A MgSS for a method in a class documents the causal order in which 
messages can be sent to different instances of different ciasses. We use the MtSS and MgSS 
to detect the changes affecting the class specification and the interactions between classes, We 
introduce also a regression algorithm to solve the problem of reseledion of test cases based on 
the class specification- 

Traceability links together user requirernents, analysis, design, implementation models and 
test cases. In our proposal we used it to manage the regression analysis and testing activities 
and to perform change analysis. We define a set of traceability links between the different 
artifacts produced during the 0-0 development process and we use them to trace and identify 
the models and software conponents affected by the changes, 

The class firewall is computed based on the class implementation affeded by changes in 
the code- Following Hsia [62], we define an Object Relation Graph (ORG) which captures the 
relationships between different classes and their objects. The relationship between classes 
modeled in the ORG are aggregation, inheritance and class association. Then we use the ORG 
to constnict a dass firewall which will describes the classes possibly (not necessarily) affected 
by changes introduced to a given class- This concept is used in ouf proposal to reconcile a 
modified class implementation against its specification described as an MtSS and MgSS. 

The main contributions of this research c m  be summarïzed as follows: We provide a new 
and a complete definition of regression analysis and testing that takes in consideration not only 
the characteristics of 0-0 but the development process itself. We also propose a new method to 
reselect the test cases based on the class specification- We demonstrate that traceability is an 
essential framework cornponent for 0-0 software development, especially in conducting and 
managing regression anatysis and testing. We discuss also a possible integration of some of the 
concepts introduced in this research in an existing CASE tool. 
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Chapter I Inrroduction 

ntrod uction 

1. Introduction 

Def i nitio 
There is an increasing demand for innovative software that satisfies high quality and 

reliability requirements irnposed by users- ln recent years, the Object-Onented paradigm is 
gaining acceptance for developing robust and complex software. Powerful features such as 
encapsulation, inheritance and dynamic binding introduce new problerns into the area o f  software 
validation and verification as recognized in [ô,14,62], To date, much of the effort spent in 
research on 0-0 soffware has been in problem analysis, sofhvare design and implernentation- 
An important activity which has not been deeply studied is 0-0 testing. In particular regression 
analysis and fesfing which invoives retesting parts of software system after it has been modified- 
The modification may be caused by specification or code change. Such activity is commonly 
thought of as a major maintenance technique, although it can also invoive retesting an 
implementation in the system development phase. 

According to [64] regression analysis and testing begins in the development phase after the 
detection and correction of errors in a fested program. A tested program is a program which has 
been tested with a high qualify test plan, which rneans that at the last stages of the program 
development and after it has been reasonably tested, a well developed test plan shoufd be 
available. It makes sense to reuse existing test cases rather than to create alf new cases, in 
retesting the program after it is corrected. In the maintenance phase the software systern may be 
corrected, adapted to an new environment or enhanced to improve its performance, Therefore 
we note that regression analysis and testing is required in both the development phase (before 
the release of a new sysiem) and the maintenance phase (after release or revision of the 
system); where either requirements or design details are changed or when faults are diagnosed 
and repaired. In some cases, both types of changes are performed. 

Modifying a program involves creating new logic to fix an error or to implement a change 
and incorporate that logic into an existing program. The new logic may involve minor 
modifications such as adding, deleting or modifying few Iines of code, or major modifications 
such as deleting adding or modifying modules' or subsysterns. In both cases, the specification 
of the program rnay or rnay not be changed. 

The main objectives of regression analysis and testing are to insure that the modifiecf parts 
of the software system still satisfy their original unrnodified requirements and that the previous 
functionality of the softwars, which should not be affected by the modifications, has indeed not 
been affected. That is no new errors or undesirable side effects are caused by the changes. To 
Save effort and tirne. Only those parts that are affected by the modification need to be retested- 

Regression analysis and testing has to address the following fundamental problems as 
mentioned in [62]: 
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To identiw autornatically the soRware compnents2 affected by a change in other 
software components. The changes may affect the user requirements; analysis, design, or 
implernentation models, and test cases, 

To determine a cost effective strategy for retesting the affected components. 

To select the appropnate coverage criteria for retesting these components. 

To select, reuse or modify the existing test suites (and generate new a one) in order to 
support an economid (cost-effective) revalidation process. 

Solutions to these problems for traditional systems have been proposed dunng the la* two 
decades m, However, as mentioned earlier testing, of object-onented programs have received 
little attention, and regression analysis and testing have received alrnost none, In this research 
we propose a novel method for conducting and managing 0-0 regression analysis and testing 
actbities dunng the 0-0 software development and maintenance phases. 

1.1.1. Types of modifications and regression analysis and testing: 
Many modifications may occur during the development and maintenance phases where the 

software system is corrected, updated, or fine-tuned. In [64], White classifies the modifications in 
three types according to the following maintenance activities performed on the software system: 

Corrective maintenance: Com monly cafled 'fixes', and which involves correcting the 
software failures in order to keep software working properly. The specification is not likely to 
be changed and no new modules are Iikely to be introduced, Many program modifications 
occurrÏng during the development phase are simitar to corrective maintenance because 
the specification usually will not be changed based on the identified code errors. 

Adaptive maintenance: lnvolves adapting the system in response to new user 
requirements or processing environments, 

Perfective maintenance: Covers any enhancement to the system, where the objective 
may be to provide additional functionality, increased processing efficiency, or improved 
maintainability. 

During adaptive and perfective maintenance, new functions and modules are usually 
introduced to reflect a change in the user requirements andfor the specification of system- We 
combine adaptive and perfective maintenance into progressive maintenance, and only two types 
of regression analysis and testing need to be considered: 

Progressive regression analysis and testing: The specification or a set of user 
requirernents is rnodified. Whenever new enhancernents, new data or fundions are 
incorporated in the system, the specification is rnodified to reflect these changes, In most 
cases, new modules or subsystems will be added to the system with the consequence that 
the regression analysis and testing process involves testing a modified design or 
implementation against a rnodified specification. 

Corecfive regression analysis and testing: The specification does not change. Only some 
instnictions of the program and possibly some design decisions are rnodified. This has 
important implications because most of the test cases in the previous plan are Iikely to be 
valid, The corrective regression analysis and testing is often performed after the corrective 
maintenance is performed, 

The definition o l s o h u e  cornponents is providrd in Chapter 2 , section 2-22. 
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1.2. Staternent of the research problem and 
motivation 

0-0 regression analysis and testing differs from traditional approaches due to the fact that 
many of the 0-0 developrnent methodologies involve the use of an Iterative lncremental 
Development Pro- (IIDP) in order to build and deliver reusable, extensible and robust 
software [18,50]. In such a process the different artifacts (analysis, design, implementation 
rnodels) are developed through successive refinernents, increasing the level of detail over a 
number of iterations. System functionality is added, modified or deleted based on an increasing 
understanding of the problem domain and the interactions between users and the development 
team. The benefits of such a development strategy are numerous as described in [SOI- New 
problems and challenges are introduced for 0-0 regression analysis and testing activity, namely 
how to handle the modifications and changes dunng the developrnent process itself- Moreover, 
the 0-0 paradigm for software development introduces a number of new concepts, such as a 
class inheritance, encapsulation, dynamic binding and polymorphism. These concepts result in 
complex relations between classes and their attributes. They not onfy introduce new testing 
problems, but raise new challenging questions about how to conduct and manage regression 
analysis and testing for 0-0 software. 

The main motivating factors behind this research can be summarized as follows (a detailed 
description is provided in Chapter 2, section 2.4.4): 

The absence of methods to address the 0-0 regression analysr's and testhg 
problem: Few of the existing regression analysis and testing methodologies address 0-0 
software development, They are code based and designed for procedural languages 1621. 
Although many of the existing results can be applied to regression analysis and testing of 
methods, or member functions of a class at the unit and integration level, they are not 
suitable for components at higher levels, such as a class, a group of classes, or class 
Ii bra ries, 

The maintenance problem of test Data : Regression analysis and testing is concerned 
with the maintenance of test data. Many o f  the existing codebased methods focus on the 
changes introduced to the code and their effects on the relevance of test cases- However, 
new research results have established that focussing only on the code is inadequate 
[46,51]; modifications should also involve the other life cycle work products such as analysis 
and design models (e.g., message sequence charts, use cases, finite state machines, 
etc...), The traceability between the analysis and design rnodels, and the implernentation is 
recognized as a key Iife cycle issue 

e Reusabilify and class evolution : There are few strategies for retesting reusabie 
classes based on their specifications 147, Such methods would faciiitate the retesting 
process by sefecting the appropnate regression test cases from existing test suites and 
therefore reinforce the concept of reusability of both te& cases and classes. 

The 8-0 test case perspective: There are three common methods used to generate test 
cases respectively known as, bfack-box, white-box, and grey-box test design techniques 
[65]. In the first method test, cases are generated based on the specification of the system. 
The second method is to apply structural testing which involves test cases based on control 
and data flow structures of a program, The thid method uses scenarios and use cases 
developed by the user to generate test cases. in an 0-0 system, classes encapsulate data 
and functions. At run time, each instance object has a state, hence the need of state based 
testing strategy [6]. More research is needed to detemine how state-based test cases can 
be included in the regression analysis and testing methods. 
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1.3. Scope of the thesis and general 
contributions 

In this research, we describe a novel methodology for conducting and rnanaging the 
regression analysis and testing activities of 0-0 sofhvare during the IIDP, called the TOOQE 
methodology flraceability in Object Oriented Quality Engineering). The method can be 
dassified as a progressive regression analysis and testing method. AI! the artifacts produced 
dunng the developrnent process are considered when the regression analysis is perfomed. The 
underlying process of the method is based on three concepts: 

Traceabilifyr The user requirernents; analysis, design, and implementation models; and 
test cases are Iinked together [52], This is used as a framework for rnanaging the 
regression analysis and testing activities and performing change impact analysis. We 
define a set of traceability links between the different artifacts produced during the 0-0 
development process and use them to trace and identify the software components 
(models artifacts and code) affected by the changes- 

The regular expression forma1r;sm: We model the class specification behavior and the 
interactions between classes using the regular expression fomaiisrn [2,39]. We introduce 
two concepts the Method Sequence Specification (MtSS) and the Message Sequence 
Specification (MgSS) [Il. The MtSS and MgSS abstract the behavior of classes. These 
concepts are used to detect the changes affecting the class specification of a class and 
the interadions between classes. We also introduce a regression algorithm to solve the 
reselection problem of test cases based on the class specification , MtSS and MgSS. 

The Class frewali: The relationship between classes such as aggregation, inheritance 
and class association [18] are rnodeled in a graph used to constnict a class firewall [62] 
which describes the classes possibly affected by the code changes. We use thjs class 
firewall concept in our proposal to reconcile a modified class irnplementation and its 
specification modeled as MtSS and MgSS. 

The contributions of this thesis can be surnmarized as follows: 

We provide a new and a complete definition of regression testing that takes in 
consideration not only the characteristics of 0-0 software, but also the development 
process itself. It fits well with the 0-0 paradigm, where the prirnary focus in the different O- 
O development methodologies is the deveiopment process, with its analysis, design and 
implementation models, 

We promote the use of the iterative incremental development process in order to build 
reusable, extendible and robust software. We show how regression analysis and testing 
can De perfomed at the end of each iteration of software developrnent. Such an approach 
allows developers to begin testing activities at the eariy stages of development and 
therefore reduces the cost of future maintenance activities by improving the quality of 
software. 

We have developed, and now propose, a practical and concrete solution to the 0-0 
regression anaIysis and testing problem. Depending on the formalism used to express a 
view of the systern at  a certain deveiopment stage, we provide techniques for abstracting 
the class specification and the interaction between classes. The method is flexible and can 
be easily integrated into many of the existing, CASE supported 0-0 methodologies to 
rein force the validation and verification activities- 

We demonstrate that traceability is an essential framework component for 0-0 software 
development, especially in conducting and rnanaging 0-0 regression analysis and testing. 
We define a set of traceability links between the analysis and design models that can be 
used to perfom change analysis. The links are not simple cross references between the 
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models, but carry semantics that altow the devetopers to control the evolution of the 
software, detect the changes and trace their ripple effects. 

We propose a new method to reseiect the test cases to be used in the regression 
analysis and testing adivities. Unlike previous strategies, our method does not focus solely 
on the code, but takes into consideration the changes introduced to the class 
specification. 

We discuss how to integrate some of the TOOQE concepts in a commercial CASE tool 
cailed 30bjec~imem. The tool provides users with an integrated development environment. 
including analysis, design, and code generation capabilities. We propose to extend the 
validation and verifkation capabilities by including traceability and regression analysis, and 
testing features, 

1.4. Outline of the thesis 
The thesis is organized as follows: 

Chapter 2: Describes background information on 0-0 software, and the basic terminology 
used throughout this document, We define the regression analysis and testing probtem for 
0-0 software, review the relevant Iiterature and give detailed descriptions of the 
motivations behind this research. The chapter concludes with an overview of various 
methods and the contribution of this research. 

Chapter 3: Describes a method for capturing the design and characterizing the changes 
introduced to the analysis and design models, based on the concept of method and 
message sequence specification, 

Chapter 4: In this chapter, a list of the possible changes that may affect classes dunng an 
llDP is presented. The regression analysis probiem is discussed and a set o f  niles is defined 
in order to detect changes. 

Chapter 5: Discusses the problem of validating the changes introduced to the 
imglementation. A reconciliation method between the classes affected by the code changes 
and their specification is described. 
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Thesis Organization 

1 for change anatysis I 
1 1 I 

! l I 1 

Background informaffon and 

4-Class Changes in the iterative l l ~ e c o n c i l i a t b n  between the 

Incremental ûevelopment Class implemenfation and its 

Process s pecilication 

1 - - 1 

1 1 1 I 
I 

GTraceability and C l 4  Regression 
tdng 1 TOOQE conceprs I 

Analysis of the p m p o a l  43-DesignapubeandCharaderizaUon 1 

i 7-lrnplernentation framework for 

Bltegraüng the TûOQE concepts in 
Appïy~Ï?g me TOOQE 
conceps 

I 

SConcludon and future work 

Chapter 6: We stress the importance of traceability as a frarnework that can be used to 
integrate al1 the regression analpis and testing activities of  0-0 software development. 

Chapter 7: A high-Ievel supporting tool is presented, The implementation issues are 
discussed. 

Chapter 8: A possible integration o f  the TOOQE concepts with an existing commercial, 
rd - t ime CASE tool called ObjecTirne is descnbed. . Chapter 9: Concludes the work and proposes future research topics in the area of 0-0 
regression analysis and testing. 
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2. Object Oriented iteration 
regression analysis 

2.1. Introd ucti 
Regression analysis and testing involve retesting parts of a software system after they are 

modified, The modifications rnay be caused by changes in the specification or in the code- The 
objective of regression analysis and testing is to ensure that the modified program still satisfies 
its original unmodified requirements. To save tirne and effort, regression analysis and testing 
needs only to retest those parts affected by the modifications. 

The 0-0 paradigm for software development introduces a number of new concepts such as 
inheritance, encapsulation, polymorphism and dynamic binding. Moreover, 0-0 software is most 
often analyzed, designed, implemented and tested in accordance with an iferative and 
incremental development life cycle. These new concepts result in complex relationships 
between classes, and their attributes. They not only introduce new iesting problems as 
recognized in [62], but also raise new probiems of managing and conducting regression analysis 
and testing . 

In the following sections, we define what is an iterative and incremental development 
process from our perspective. Then, we present background information related to 0-0 software 
testing. We define and analyze the regression analysis and testing problem in general, then 
present an extensive survey of the existing Iiterature in regression analysis and testing- Next, we 
point out some of the limitations, and conclude with an overview of the novel rnethod to 
conduct and manage regression analysis and testing for 0-0 software design development. 

2.2. The lterative lncrernental Development 
Procesç (IIDP) 

The IIDP is a framework for laying out activities for different time penods in the analysis, 
design, implementation and test development phases. lt is an approach that manages 
complexity and allows for changes during software development, It is a frarnework for 
methodology steps used in deveioping and documenting the software. lterative development 
refers to the fact that a software system is repeatedly improved over a nurnber of iterations, 
based on an increasing understanding of the functionality of the systern to be implemented, and 
the user requirements. lncremental development means that during the migration from one 
iteration to another, new functionality is added to the evolving systern and integrated with 
existing subsystems (see figure 2-1). 

The goals of the IlDP are: 
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e To ensure the flexibiiity to build the rïght systern by systematically veriwing and refining 
requirements with customers at planned intervaIs. 

To allow detailed pians to build complex systems that more closely match user 
requirements by staging a roll out of the functions as more o f  the system is understood- 

0-0 software is often developed and impiemented using an JlDP 11 1,18,50]. The analysis, 
design and implementation rnodels are developed and produced through successive 
refinement, The system capabilities are added, deleted and modified based on continuously 
increasing understanding of the user requirements. The development and release of the systern 
takes place over a certain number of iterations, depending on the type of the projed4. and the 
available development resources5. The completion of one iteration and the entire development 
process itself is based on the satisfaction of the user requirements. At the end of each iteration, a 
version of the system is released, The development team, in collaboration with users, assess the 
version and certiQ that the implemented system functionality satisfies the original requirements, 

2.2.1. An iteration 

According to [50], a single iteration consists of planning, production, and assessrnent 
periods. The iterations discussed in our case are major iterations of a system or subsystem. 
There are numerous builds in iterations that occur during each major iteration, These build cycle 
iterations are discussed in more detail in the following sections. 

During one iteration, functions are added incrementally to the evolving system while we 
iterate on cornplex and ill-defined portions of the system a number of times. This means that the 
same portion of the system is worked on a number of times based on increased understanding of 
the tasks and related requirements (see Figure 2-1): 

Planning : It starts an iteration, it is used to adapt to changing requirements, resources, 
schedules and prereiease 'driversa code contents. The activities consists of: 

1 - Updating and prioritizing the systern requirernents. 

2, Docurnenting extemal dependencies and deliverables, 

3 ,  Determining specific goals for each iteration. 

4. Establishing a schedule. 

Production: In this period the analysis, desigii and implementation of the iteration line 
items occur following the 0-0 methodology chosen by the development team. During the 
design and test phase, the test team wilt be making builds to provide quick feedback to the 
developers and to iterate execution of system test cases. 

Assessrnent : It completes one iteration, It is used to evaluate the system according to a 
variety of critena: 

1 .Conformance to customer requirements 

Type of the project refer to the problem domain (e-g., real time distriburd application), thrr complcsiry and the 
scaIe of the project (e.g.,srnalI, medium, large). 

Available resources refer to the number of developers involvd in thr p r c c r .  tkc . ~ = - : d ; ~ b ~ l ~ t y  o~'C:ISE tmls, 
testinp tools, etc- 
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5-Extensibility 

6- Reusa bility 

7. Relia bility 

8. Backward compatibility 

Planning Proabcnon clrressentent 

Planning Pm&cfÏon Asserrement 

.Li? ,, Id- 
,.$ 

Figure 2- 1 The Irerative Incremenral Development Process 

According to [48], there are two types of iterations: micro and rnacro iterations, the latter 
consisting of several micro iterations. After the user requirements are captured in the problern 
domain (e-g., by use of cases or scenarios), the planning period starts by modeling the 
requirements. Such modeling may be perfomed on the whole set o f  requirements or only on a 
predetemined subset, depending on the type of the project and the goals of the iterations- This 
marks the beginning of a rnacro iteration. In practice a new macro iteration addresses a new 
subset of the requirements of the system- Micro iterations iterate over these requirements 
selected during the macro iteration until the goals of  the macro iteration are satisfied (see Figure 
2-1). 

2.2.I.Z.Number of iterations 
The nurnber of macro iterations depends on the application being developed- Factors 

afiecting the number of iterations incfude: 

0 The size of the project. 

The stability of the tequirement. 

The complexity of the system. 

The productivity of the people and environment. 

2- 2.1-3. The du ration of irerations 
The duration of one iteration deperids on many factors such as: 
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1 - The Iogical "parts" of the system and functions to be delivered. 

2. The availabitity of the custorners. 

3- The volatility of the requirements. 

4. The skills of  the development team. 

2.2.2. The management of changes during the XlDP 
The IIDP is a flexible process where changes can be introduced to al1 the software artifacts, 

namely analysis, design, and implernentation models. It creates new and challenging problems 
to the software testing cornmunity: 

How to identify changes; 

How to assess the npple effects5 of such changes on the interrelated models. For 
example, changing an analysis mode1 may require a review of  al1 the design models derived 
from it ( cg . ,  cross-checking use cases and interaction diagrams [Il]); and 

How to systematically condud validation and verification activities during micro and 
macro iterations. 

In the following, we give a btief description of common types of changes that can be 
perforrned during the development pmcess: 

- Example of propagation of changes from 
a use case perspective, - Example of propagation of changes from 
a code perspective- 

Figure 2-2: Propagation ofchanges in the I ' P  

Changes introduced from a use case perspective: This is a normal paradigm for software 
development, When a macro iteration begins, the development team extends the current 
software requirements to a new subset of requirements or modifies them to accommodate a 
user request or an implementation design constraint- The modification can be introduced to 

' The terrn "n;iple effccts" in our context refm to the impact of changïng one mode1 on other related rnodels, and the 
propagation of such modifications. 
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both the functional and non-functional requirements, They will be propagated to the already 
existing models inciuding the code, and are identified as ripple effecfs. A simple example 
of such a change is adding new use cases, Such modification will affect, of course, the 
existing interaction diagrams. It rnay also lead to the creation of new classes, and 
establishment of new interactions between classes. 

Changes infroduced diredy to the code: Frequently, during the migration from one 
iteration to another, the developrnent team may directly modify the code, without updating 
the corresponding analysis and design rnodels, Such changes often lead to inconsistencies 
between the software documentation and the code. Providing the development team with a 
method which allows them to trace such changes will help in building high quality software, 

Changes introduced to the analysis and design models directly affect the class definitions 
because class definitions f o m  the basic components of building 0-0 software. In [23], Kung 
and Hsia identify the following types of changes that rnay be introduced to z class at the 
specification or the design or implernentation levels : 

1. Modification of the interna1 structure of dass (e-g., addingideleting methods). 

2. Modification of the class hierarchy (e.g-, addldelete a superclass, subdass). 

3. Modification of the class interactions (e.g., addrdelete associations). 

In [14] and 1481, the authors propose new solutions to address such problems by integrating 
the V & V activities with the I lD f  itself, and proposing methodologies to conduct testing 
activities not only on the implementation and code but also on the analysis and design models. 
In this research we focus on the validation and verification activities that should be perforrned 
dunng the migration from one iteration to another; and identify these as regression analysis and 
testing activities, In section 2.4 we wilt define regression analysis and testing from our 
perspective, explain why it is needed in the IIDP, and provide a method for conducting and 
managing such activities. We assume that the IlDP will be the development methodology for 
our analysis of the iteration regression analysis and testing problem- 

2.2.3. The I D P  and Software Components 
During the analysis and design phases, objecfs (or classes) are identified. For example, for 

a medium size project, 30 to 100 objects can be specified [II]. It is seldom possible to get a 
clear overview of the number of objects, so that objects need to be placed in groups. This can be 
done at one or several levels, depending on the size of the project. Such groups of objects are 
called subsystems, The system thus consists of a number of subsystems which themselves 
contain subsystems. At the bottom of such a hierarchy are the objects (classes). The division 
into subsysterns is usually based on the functionality of the system. AI1 objects which have a 
strong rnutual functional coupling [Il] will be placed in the same subsystem. Another criterion 
for the division is that there should be as little communication as possible between subsystems. 

The task of a subsystem is to package objects so that complexity is reduced. They work 
also as fundional units in an organization for example marketing, sales, and delivery. 
Subsystems can be reused in sirnilar projects and integrated with existing subsystems without 
performing major changes in their internai structure. They provide services to each others via 
contracts, where a contract defines the interface or the set of messages that the subsystem can 
send or receive [18] ( Reusability of software components). 

At the lowest level, subsystems are viewed as change units. We cal1 these units software 
components [67- These should be viewed as atomic. If the user so desires, he/she will get al1 of 
the software components- Dunng the migration from one iteration to another, changes are 
introduced to one component or rather to the objects (classes) contained in it. This means that 
another important criterion to divide the system into subsystems or "software components" is the 
potential set of users of the components, since changes are usually caused or requested by 
users, 
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0 Reusable component 

New sub-systems 

Figure 2-3: The I D P  and software componenrs design 

2.3. Testing Object-Oriented Software: 
Testing is an important component of the Object-On'ented developrnent process. In [14] the 

authors discuss three major categories of testing activities: 

2.3.1. Testing the development process and the supporting documents: 
There is a need to evaluate and to improve the developrnent processes as much as the 

products. The process consists of a set of activities supported by a set of documents that 
descn'be the activities. The IIDP approach supports continuous improvement through feedback. 
Specifically process testing examines the goals of each iteration and evaluates the 
achievement of these goals at the end of the iteration. It also examines a cross section of 
successive iterations to identify problems and improvements in a particular activity across the 
iterations, Process and configuration management tools [1É] are designed to address such 
issues. 

2-32. Testing the analysis and design models: 
The Object-Oriented approach places significant importance on the analysis and design 

rnodels and the identification of abstmctions. Since these directIy shape the code and provide 
key customer and domain information, testing the analysis and design modek is important- 
Regardless of the methodology adopted to perfom such adivity, models are usually checked for 
correctness, consistency, and completeness, Formal methods promote fomal  systematic testing 
(e-g., LOTOS, SDL). 

2.3.3. Static and dynamic testing of the implementation 
Testing the implementation has been addressed under a variety of aspects such as ctass 

based 191 and state based testing [6]. The goal of this type of activity is to locate as many enors 
as possible in the code. It includes the generation of test cases Sased on the specifications or an 
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the code itself. Static testing includes techniques like code inspection however dynarnic testing 
focus on finding bugs in the implementation at iuntime- 

We mentioned eariier that the 0-0 paradigm introduces new concepts such as inherifance, 
explicit encapsufation, pdymorphism and dynamic binding- These new concepts result iri 
complex relationship between classes, and their attributes; and introduce new testing problems. 
Objects encapsulate data and functions; thus at mn time they have different dates. In [6], 
authors show the need for state based rnethodologies in 0-0 software and provide a rnethod to 
generate such test cases based on the class specification- They also study the implication of 
inheritance on generating and reusing the test cases in a class hierarchy- In [IO], authors focus 
on solving the testing problems introduced by polymorphic messages and dynarnic binding, 
They propose a method to generate a minimum number of test cases by reducing the number of 
al1 the possible combinations of polymorphic messages. although the probiern is still under 
investigation. 

Testing of the irnplementation is organized around the recognized units of complexity of 
0-0 design. Four level of complexity for testing are discussed here [14]: 

1, Class testing: A class is basic unit for building 0-0 software, It bas its own 
instance variables and methods. The extemai behavior (black-box) and the internal 
structure (grey-box, white-box) of the class should be tested. 

2, Cluster testing: A cluster of classes is a grouping of cooperating classes, The 
focus of cluster testing is interaction among the instances of the classes in the cluster- It is 
assumed that each class has been tested individually. This means that the intemal 
structural and the external behavior is tested and certain coverage criteria are satlsfied. To 
aid in recugnizing a cluster, a specification should be developed for each cluster that is 
similar to the specification for a class, This will include specifying those rnethods from each 
class that will be accessed from outside the cluster and the pre-conditions and the post- 
conditions for each one (cluster contracts), 

3. Subsystem testing: A subsystem is a grouping of clusters. Dun'ng this activity 
interaction between clusters are tested based on the use cases and the cluster contracts 
defined previously. 

4, System testing: The system functionality is tested using test cases denved from 
the use cases and other system requirements. 

2.3.4. Test design perspective 
In the following section we provide an ovewiew of the test case design perspective in 0-0 

software. 

2 3 . 4  1. Functional test design Plack-Box) 
The functional perspective is the external view that considers the behavior promised by the 

class to those interacting with it, Functional test cases are constnicted based on the 
specification of the cornponent, The specification of a class includes a specification for each 
method plus a class invariant- Typically, every method is executed at least once to verify 
conformance to stated pre-conditions and post-conditions. 

2.3.4 2. Stnictural test design (White-Box) 
The structural view is an internal view that is guided by the relationships among individual 

Iines of code. Structural test cases are constnicted by identifying individual paths through the 
code, The coverage will be usually stated in tems of percentage of the branches of code that 
have been executed based on the test cases. Every Iine of code is typically executed at least 
once However, it is not possible ir, general to execute al1 the paths through the code[64], A 
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larger percentage of the paths through the individual methods can be executed, rather than 
paths through the complete program [T4]. 

Functional testing should receive more emphasis than structural testing in the 0-0 
development process, There are several reasons for this: 

8, Methods in classes are typicalty sufficiently small that an aggressive code inspection 
c m  catch many errors a t  eariy stage of the development process- 

9. The information hiding property of objects rnakes the internals of individual objects less 
Iikely to cause problems for other objects. 

10, The presence of polymorphic messages that are not bound until execution time 
(dynamic binding), makes static control and data flow analysis difficult, 

2.3.4.3. In terucrions test design (Grey-Box) 
There are two levels of interactions that are of interest to us: interactions among methods 

within a ctass, and method interactions among different classes, Even at the simplest level, an 
interaction between rnethods may directly or indirectly produce incorrect results. For example a 
Stack object should be tested if its state is empty or not before sending any 'pop' message to 
retrieve an element. Interaction test cases are constructed by identiQing values that are set or 
used by several methods, including cases of parameters being passed between two methods. 
The two methods may both be in the same class (intraclass) or in different classes (interciass). 
This means that not only the state of each object induded in the test case should be clearly 
identified and properly set, but also that the state of the object parameters passed between the 
methods including the expected objects result should be known- 

0-0 technology complicates interaction testing by using dynamic binding. Certain interclass 
relationships cannot be uniquely defined at compile time, and thus a generated interaction 
cannot be identified, Strongly typed languages do restn~t the associations that can be formed at 
fun time, and thus make the identification of a set of potential associations difficult. Authors in 
[ IO ]  analyze the problem of completely covering ail painnrise interactions between objects. They 
use an orthogonal Latin squares algorithm to provide a technique for constructing appropriate set 
of test cases. 

2.4. Object-Oriented Regression analysis and 
testing 

2.4.1. Definitions of specification oriented and code based regression anaiysis and 
testing 

Regression analysis and testing is a process applied after a change to the irnpiernentation 
of a software system is made [73]. The specification of the system may or may not be changed. 
It is commonly thought of as a major software maintenance activity, although it can also involve 
retesting a previously tested program dun'ng the system devetopment phase- The objective of 
regression analysis and testing is to ensure that the modified program still satisfies its 
unmodified requirmtents, and to ensure that the previous functionality of the software which 
should not been affected by the modifications has not, in fact, been affected (Le., no new errors 
are introduced and no unintended side effects are caused by the change). 

We have mentioned earlier that many of the existing regression analysis and testing 
methods focus oniy on the changes introduced to the code- In the following we provide a new 
and complete definition of regression analysis and testing from ouf perspective. We take under 
consideration not only the characteristics of  the 0-0 software, but also the nature of the 
development process itself (IIDP), Regression analysis and testing is defined from two 
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perspectives, The first view is related to the code, lt is inspired from the regression analysis and 
testing methods designed for C++ program and descn'bed in [i2]. The second view is related to 
the 0-0 analysis and design models generated during the development process. It is important 
to point out that the two definitions complement each other, 

1, Code onented definifion: 

Given a prograrn P, a modified version P and a set T used previously to test P, regression 
analysis and testing techniques attempt to make use of T to gain sufficient confidence in the 
correctness of  Pt- These techniques consists of the foilowing steps: 

?. ldentify the modifications that were made to P. 

2. Select T, the set of tests to re-execute PI 

3, Retest P'wiih T establishing P'correctness with respect to 7, 

4. If necessary to satisfy some coverage criteria, create new tests for P'- 

5. Create T', a new test set for P, and gather test information for 

6, Specification onented definition: 

Given a set of  analysis and design models M= {MI, Ma,,,M,J and a set of use (test) cases 7 
generated based on these models (functional and state based test cases) to test a program P. 

Specification regression analysis and testing attempts to reselect a subset T c T of test 
cases that are generated from the models affected by the modi f i~at io~,  and that can be used to 
re-validate the modified version of the prograrn P. 

Regular expressions are used to represent the set of paths that can be executed by the test 
cases in the models befare and afier modification. By wrnparing these expressions using 
elementary algebraic operations, it is possible to classify !he paths affected by the modification 
into new, deleted and modified paths. The technique consists of two steps: 

1. Identify those paths that have been added, deleted or rnodified. 

2, Update and remn the test cases which exercise the modified and new paths. 

Examples of models: Message Sequence Charts (MSCs), State Transition Diagrams 
(STDs), ROOM state charts. 

2.4.2. Regression analysis and testing strategies (]Discussion) 
It has been realized [343 that completely retesting the whole software systern which has few 

changes is very expensive in ternis of time and computational resources. Hence regression 
anatysis and testing needs to retest only the parts affected by the modification. As we mentioned 
in Chapter 4 ,  regression analysis and testing has to address the following fundamental questions: 

1. What are the affected components due to change of some software cornponents? The 
changes may affect the user requirements; analysis, design, implementation models, and 
test cases. 

2. What strategy should be used to retest the affected components? 

3. What are the coverage criteria for retesting these components? 

4. How should one select, reuse and modify the existing test suites (and generate new 
ones) in order to support an economical (cost-effective) revalidation process? Such 
act ivity is known as selective regression analysis and testing strategy [i 31. 

To address the above issues, any regression analysis and testing strategy should involve 
five essential activities [62](see Figure 24): 

5, Identify the affected components and characterize the ripple effects of the modification. 
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6, Select the test cases to retest the affected implementation cornponent(s). 

7. Execute the modified prograrn based on the selected test cases. 

8. Ensure that the modified program stiil performs the intended behavior specified in the 
(possibly modified ) specification. 

9- Update the test plan for the next regression analysis and testing session. 

The first activity in regression analysis and testing is fundamental; it should be performed so 
the tester understands what changes have been made, and analyzes the impact of changes to 
recognize the regions affected by the changes- Most previous proposals 1131 in supporting this 
activity focus on studying the impact of changes within the code. However, the global effects of 
change, particularly when the specification of the system is changed, would apply to not only the 
program but also to the specificztions and test cases, Therefore we propose that after the 
affected components (in the specifications or the prograrn) are determined, the test cases 
associated with these affected regions should be identified as affected by changes. 

TC: Tac Casu 

Regretnon re&g procc~s 

Figure 24: Test cases reselectim process 

Activity (2) is concerneci with the seiection of test cases to nin or renin, lt involves the 
generation of new test cases and reselection of appropriate old ones (see Figure 2-4 and 
Figure 2-5) , fn [13], the old test cases are divided into two classes: 

10. Reusable test cases are those which tested unrnodified parts of the specification and 
their corresponding unmodified parts of the irnplemen:ation. They remain valid after the 
modification to the specification and implementation, and need not be rerun, 

Il. Affecfed test cases: The test cases relevant to the modified parts of the specification 
and the irnplementation have two categon'es: retestable test cases which are still valid and 
should be rerun; and obsofefe test cases which have become irrelevant or out of date due 
to the changed specification or programs. 
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Figure 2-5: Relation befween Regression testr and rhe previous tesr cases 

2.4.3. Related Work in regression analysis and testing 
In the followîng section we bnefly review existing work on regression analysis and testing, 

discuss problems and relate our work to the existing work, 

Lui and Roberson [f 31 proposed a rnodei of a regression anaiysis and testing database 
(RTD) which emphasizes configuration management, traceability and change impact analysis of 
data used in regression analysis and testing- Then they describe the SEMST, a prototype 
system that manages al1 versions of specifications, test cases, and programs; as well as control 
relationships between these components. 

Hartman and Robson, examine several regression analysis and testing strategies, including 
methods for capturing the program portions which may be affected by maintenance 
modifications to a conventional program [271. A similar study was conducted by Leung and White 
[28] using a formally defined cost model- They use data fiow analysis and program 
understanding rnodels- Laski and Szener  f29] descnbe an algorithm for identifying the affected 
parts (which we =Il rïpple effects) in conventional program maintenance. The algorithm is based 
on differentials between the control flow graphs [12] of the original and the modified program- 

Sorne conventional program maintenance systerns have been reported in the literature. 
VlFOR (Visual Interactive FORtran) [31] were developed for FORTRAN programs, MasterScope 
[32] for Interiisp, and CIA (C Information Abstractors) [33] for C. These systems provide editing, 
browsing and database supports to maintainers. 

Wilde and Huit [34] analyzed protîlerns of dynamic binding, object dependencies, dispersed 
program structure, control of polymorphism, high level understanding and detailed code 
understanding. They provide a general list of recomrnendations, including the use of  dependency 
analysis [35j and clustering rnethods [36] 1371, for possible too1 support. 

Croker and Mayhauser [38] addressed probiems relating to class hierarchy changes, class 
signature changes. polyrnorphism, high level understanding and detailed code understanding. 
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They propose a set o f  tools to heip solve some of the problerns, The tools provide information 
collec?ion, storage, analysis, inference, and dispfay capabilities. 

Lejeter, Meyers and Reiss 1391 discuss the difficuky of maintaining an 00 software system 
due to the pfesence of inheritance and dynamic binding, They descnbe the XREFMREFDB 
prototype system that provide text editing and relational data base querying support to facilitate 
00 software maintenance. A similar system was described in [16]. 

Kung, Hsia and Toyoshima [23] address the regression analysis and testing problem for 
C++ programs, They introduce the concepts of class firewall, and the block-branch diagrarn. 
Then, they descBbe a strategy for detecting the changes introduced to the class implementation, 
interaction between classes and the class hierarchy based on the above concepts. A 
maintenance environment called OOTME which implement their strategy is also presented- 

Ernst and Newton [43] descnbe a test case browser called TOBAC built in the Smailtalk-80 
environment to define, manage and execute test cases. The tool performs code analysis to 
detect changes introduced to the implernentation and allows the user to built test cases 
interactive1 y, 

Most of the methodologies described above (except the RTD mode[ ) focus on the changes 
introduced to the code, how to detect them, assessing their n'pple effects on the program 
components and how to solve the resefection of test cases problem based on the previous 
analysis. To do so, they use different underiying philosophies. In m the authors classify code 
based regression analysis and testing strategies in t hree categories: 

1, Miniinization approaches: These seek to reestablish satisfaction of some coverage 
criterion, by identifying a minimal set of test cases that must be r e m  to meet that criterion. 
For example in [40] the authors descnbe a minimization approach that selects one test 
through every modified basic block, providing statement coverage of the changed code. 

2- Covemge approaches: These seek to select al[ tests that exercise changed or affected 
program components. For example, data and control flow based algorithms select all tests 
that exercise changed use-pair definitions- ln [Ml, a method is described which uses this 
approach, 

3- Safe approaches: these place less emphasis on coverage criteria and attempt instead to 
select every test that will cause the rnodified program to produce different output than the 
original program, The retest-al1 strategy is a safe approach. A systern which uses this 
strategy is TestTube [42]. 

In m, the authors also propose a framework for assessing the reseledion of test cases 
strategies based on five criteBa: 

4. Inclusiveness: Measures the extent to which a rnethod chooses tests that will cause the 
program to produce different output than the original program. 

5- Precision: Measures the ability of a strategy to avoid choosing tests that will not cause 
the program to produce different output than the original program. 

6, Efficient: Measures the cornputational cos? and automatabiiity, and thus the practicality of  
a selective retest approach. 

7. Generalify: Measures the ability of a method to handle realistic and diverse language 
constructs, arbitrarily complex code modifications and realistic testing applications, 

8, AccountabiIity: Measures a rnethod's support for a set of coverage criteria; that is, the 
extent to which the method can aid in the evaluation of test suite adequacy. 
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2.4.4. Limitation of the previous proposals and motivations of the research with 
respect to regression analysis and testing 

2.4.4.1. The Lack of methods tu address the 0-0 regtession analysis and testhg 
problem 

Most of the regression analysis and testing strategies are code based and language 
dependent; they are designed for procedural Ianguages. Few of these rnethodologies address 
0-0 software [62]. Although many of the exiting results can be applied to the regression 
analysis of methods (or member functions) of a ciass at the unit level, they are not suitable for 
components at higher fevefs, such as a class, a group of classes, or a ciass Iibrânes. 

7 - Traditional approaches do not address the cornpfex relationships and dependencies, such 
as inheritance, aggregation, and association, that exist behveen classes- 

2- Most traditional approaches are based on the control flow model, but classes have a 
state-dependent behavior that can be changed in various ways (see section 2.4.4-4). 
Hence, traditional approaches can  not be applied to class testing. 

3- Traditional approaches use test stubs to simulate the modules that are invoked- But in O- 
O programs this is difficult and costly because it requires understanding many related 
classes, their methods and how the methods are invoked [ IO]  and executed. This is an 
implication of the problem of dynamic binding and polymorphic messages. 

2.4.4.2. Tlte maintenance prublern of Teri Daia 
Regression anatysis and testing involves the maintenance and reuse of test data- 

Regression test data are of four kinds as described in [13j: analysis, design models, code or 
class implementation, and test cases, Whiie code based methodologies focus on the changes 
introduced to the code and their effects on the relevance of test cases, research has already 
established that the focus on code is inadequate [46,51] and modifications should also involve 
the other lifecycle work products such as analysis and design models. 

In an IIDP, software components are usually large, and stored in a number of differsnt files, 
data formats, and storage media. There are few rnethods provided to record the history of these 
data, so testers generatly have no knowledge about what changes have been made to these 
components and how these components have evolved in the software Iife cycle (change history). 
Furthemore, relationships between these cornponents are usually poorly controlled so that the 
traceability over them and information about the effects of changes cannot be obtained. There 
are in fact, very close and complex relationships (which are of type many-to-many) exisiing 
between these cornponents. The change to a part of one component would affect the validity of 
other components. Understanding the changes introduced during the developrnent process and 
locating with precision what parts are involved in a modification requires the explicit 
representation of the links among programrning concepts in the implementation domain, solution 
concepts in the design domain; and problem concepts in the analysis domain- 

2.4.4.3. Reusabiiity and class evolution 
The 0-0 paradigm promotes the concept of reusability, Classes designed for reuse are 

selected through an iterative incrernental process, Changes are introduced during the 
development process and in particular to accommodate a new implementation environment. 
While many proposais address the class evolution from a code perspective such as class 
tailonng, class versioning, class surgery, and class reorganization [49], there is a lack of a 
strategies to retest such classes based on their specifications- Such strategies would facilitate 
the retesting process by selecting the appropriate regression test cases from existing test suites, 
Retest strategies reinforce the reusability of both test cases and classes. 
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2.4 4.4. The test case perspective and 0-0 regression nnalyss and testing 
Test case design principles are fundamental in any regression analysis and testing 

methods. Seledive rets3 strategies focus on the relationship between the components affected 
by the changes and the test cases to decide its relevance and if it should be used to retest the 
program, 

The reselection of test cases is an important step in any regression analysis and testing 
approach. In tne following section we identiw problems related to the relevance of test cases 
when changes are introduced to the analysis, design and implernentation modeis- Since the goal 
of regression analysis and testing is to reselect a subset of the test cases to rerun in order to 
revalidate the unaffected software cornponents, it is important to establish a framework to 
assess when a test case becomes obsolete, reusable and retestable in the context of 0-0 
prograrns, 

Traditional approaches for regression analysis and testing (designed for procedural 
laquages) assume the following test case hamess specifications or components are available 
[43]: 

1 - The initialization routine, if necessary- 

2- The procedure to be tested with arguments andfor global values. 

3. The expected resul? value. 

4. The expected exception, if any. 

Such specifications are simple and only defined for unit testing. The test case becomes 
obsolete if the path that it executes is modifieci or the specified relationship between the input 
and output becomes irrelevant (input changedloutput deleted, etc-). In 0-0 software the 
distinction between unit (intraclass) and integration testing (interclass) is blurred. Testing 0-0 
software basically means sending messages to instances of a group of interacting classes 
related by an association, aggregation or inheritance relationship. ln this context, the following 
test case components are usually considered as required [43]: 

5. The value of global variables before and after the test execution. 

6. The class- 

7. The creation method (constnictor) to produce an object of that class with a certain state. 

8. The message or sequence of messages to be tested- 

9. The messages' arguments. 

10. The expected result values. 

11, The expected exception, if any, including parameters. 

The fotlowing example (see Figure 2-6) illustrates the components of test cases designed 
for testing a set of interacting objects: 
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Input port cupir 

ActÏve stak of the obj- 
A test case &uce (Sequence of m w e g e r  ) 

........ Message wlnch har ararguments a set of objec&(objectI. objecf2-J 

Figure 2-6: Example of the spectj7cation of a r a t  case 

Changes introduced to analysis, design and impiementation rnodels affect the following 
components o f  test cases: 

12, The original state of the sender or the expected state of the receiver. 

13. The objeds participating in the test case trace (e.g., add new objects, delete). 

14, The sequence of messages described in the test case, 

15. The structure of the test case trace (e-g., add, delete messages). 

16. The arguments of a method. 

- Add, delete a parameter (object); change the sequence- 

- Modify the type of a parameter (object). 

Deciding when a test case becomes obsolete, reusable or retestabie is a cornplex problem. 
in [12] the authors present a regression analysis and testing safe approach tnat uses the flow 
graph dependency anafysis of the code to reselect test cases designed for C++ programs. The 
limitation of their proposal is that it just considers the execution path that the test case is 
supposed to validate in one class or in a class hierarchy. They do not consider the object state 
problem, the possible interaction between classes and polymorphic methods, 

2.5. Proposal and methodology concepts 
Having described the limitations and shortcomings of the previous proposals, in this section, 

we define and describe our methodology for conducting and managing the regression analysis 
and testing activities of 0-0 software during an IIDP. We cal1 it the TOOQE rnethodology 
(Traceability in Object ORented Quality Engineering). The underiying process of the method is 
based on the following three concepts (see Figure 2-7): 

1 Traceability. 
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2. Regular expression fomalism for method and message sequence specifications. 

3. The class firewall concept- 

2.5.1. Traceability 
This concept links together the user requirements, analysis, design, irnplementation modeIs 

and test cases [52]- ln Our proposal, we use it to conduct and manage the regression analysis 
and testing activitles and to perform change analysis, We define a set of traceabilify Iinks 
between the different artifacts produced during the 0-0 developrnent process, and we use them 
to trace and identify the components affected by the changes- Traceability will allow the 
development team to navigate between the models easily, and therefore helps them to address 
the first problem of regression analysis and testing (see section 2.4.1)- We consider TOOQE as 
a traceabiliiy framework which can be included in a maintenance environment and supported by 
a set of tools such as code anafyzers, testing tools, and CASE tools, 

The requirement of traceability is rnotivated first &y the fact that one of the major diffÏculties 
in software regression analysis and testing is to identify automatically changes and their impact. 
It is very dificult to keep track of changes when a software systern is modified extensively by 
several persons. This capability becornes even more crucial when the modifications are 
perfomed by one team, and regression analysis and testing is perfomed by another team, 
Traceability will help in the control, and the configuration management, of the software artifacts 
produced during the development process, and therefore help in solving the problern of 
maintenance of test data. 

2.52. The regular expression formaiism 
We use the regular expression fomalism as presented in [1,2] to mode1 the class 

specification behavior and the interactions between classes, We introduce two new concepts 
the Method Sequence Specification (MtSS), and the Message Sequence Specification (MgSS) 
(defined in the next chapter). The MtSS of a class documents the causal order in which the 
methods can be invoked at the instance of the class- The MgSS of a set of classes documents 
the causal order in which messages can be sent to different instances of different classes. 

Expressing the class specification using MtSSs and MgSSs is an important concept in our 
methodology. MtSSs and MgSSs can be derived from the analysis and design models, and can 
be used in conjunction with the traceability links to assess the ripple effects of the changes 
introduced to the class specification. Moreover, we use them to soIve the test case reselection 
problem, not from a code perspective as do many of the existing regression analysis and testing 
methodoIogies 123-431, but from a use case perspective. 

The motivations behind using the regular expression fomalism are the following: 

1. It is easy to leam and understand, MtSSs and MgSSs are simple sequences of methods, 
They are equivalent to finite automata [3], Manipulating them can be automated easily 
based on existing algorithms for regular expressions. 

2, MtSSs and MgSSs cari be generated easily from the analysis and design models. The 
process of generation can be autornated by retn'eving the necessary information frorn 
CASE tools repositories. 

2.5.3. The class firewalf 
Based on the class implementation we define an Object Relation Graph (ORG) to capture 

the relaiionships between different classes such as aggregation, inheritance and class 
association. We use the ORG to identiw the affected classes when one or more classes are 
changed- The ORG concept was first introduced in 1621, and it is used to construct a class 
firewall which describes the classes that may be affected by the changes introduced to a given 
class, 
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Many existing regression analysis and testing strategies are code based. They address the 
test case reselection problern by cornparing the old and modified versions to deted the changes 
m- Here we go a step further; we compare a modified version of the class implementation with 
its specifications by comparing the MtSSs and MgSSs of a class and the use sequences6 
generated from the code. The method will be used in conjunction with the traceabiiii links to 
reinforce the validation and veiïfication process, and helps the developer to keep the sofîware 
documentation up to date, 

The class firewall concept is used because it is a well defined rnethod and supporting tools 
already exist [62]. 

2.6. Overview of the methodology and 
assumptions 

The TOOQE method consists of  several steps and strategies. The concepts and 
terminology will be discussed in chapters 3 through 6- We will provide a brief overview at this 
point to clarify the methsd, our assumptions and what we airn to achieve. Much of  our work can 
be sumrnarized by the following illustration (see Errorl Refenence source not found.): 

&aagesinnv&cedto ihesysrem 
front use crvcpcrspcdive I 

Figure 2-7: The TOOQE rnethodology sreps 

We emphasize in Our regression analysis four main activities : 

1 Defining and rnanipulating the traceability links between the analysis, design, 
implementation models and test cases. 

2- Analyzing the impact of a class specification change. 

3, Analyzing the impact of a class implementation change. 

4. Reselecting test cases based on the class specification. 

Use sequence refers to the hvocatioa sequence of rnethods sent  from, or received by an abject at esecution timc 
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In our framework we do not include a reselection method for test cases based on code 
analysis because several proposals have already solved this problem for 0-0 software 
17,23,43,62], They can be included easily in our frarnework- Also, the authors in m present a 
strategy for assessing test case reselection methods. We will use some of these concepts to 
assess and report the limitations and piMalls of our testing reselection strategy. 

? 

i : I .  

Anaiysisand -A blodiftd Analysis and - design modcis Objcct Relation Graph 
Design rnodeis , - . '  

Control Flow Graph I 

. . - - . . . . - . -. . . . . 

bfcthod uw scqucncc el- 

Figure 2-8: The TOOQE merhudology concepts 

In order to build a supporting tool for our methodology we assume the existence of : 

5. A Repository: The different models produced dunng the 0-0 software development 
process are stored online in a database system, This will provide efficient management of 
the traceability links and the models associated with regression analysis and testing. 

6. CASE Tools: One or more CASE tools should provide support to the development team. 
They will help in the process of generating and docurnenting the different analysis and 
design models and the code. 

7. Support Pools: Regression analysis and testing activities should be supported by a set 
of tools such as a change impact analyzer, test executor, test reporter, etc. A traceabitity 
tool that implements our methodology should be a central cornmon area that allows these 
tools to communicate with each other. It should also be integrated into a maintenance 
environment. 

2.7. Contributions of the research 
The primary contribution of this thesis is to propose, for further assesment and 

developrnent, a concrete and practical rnethodology for conducting and managing the 0-0 
regression analysis and testing activities during an iterative and incremental software 
development process. We demonstrate that traceability is an important concept that can be used 
as a framework fer detecting and assessing the changes introduced to the analysis, design and 
implementation models- 
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TOOQE is designed to help address the fundamental problems stated in the beginning of 
this section (see section 2.4)- In our proposal we identify and conduct the regression analysis 
and testing activities from three perspectives (see Figure 2-9): 

1. Verifkation and validation of the analysis and design models affected by the changes- 
This is done by companng the old and new MtSSs and MgSSs of the class specification 
between successive iterations, The goal of this verification is to check correctness and 
consistency between the rnodels, and to anaIyze the ripple effects of the system 
specification, 

2. Reselection of the test cases based on the c l a s  specification. The class firewalt and the 
tracea bility links will determine the potentially affected classes- For each modified class, we 
use the MtSSs and MgSSs to solve the reselection problem- 

me TOOQE mcdroddogy 

h l y s i s  and 
Daign rnodcls 

. . . . .  C l a s  Spccification 
MtSS and M g S S  

1 Control Fiox Cnph I 

Figure -9: CZms spec~fiat ion change analyss 

3.Reconciliation between the class irnptementation affected by code changes and its 
specification- This is done via the mapping between the class firewall and the corresponding 
MtSSs and MgSSs. The motivation behind this activity is: 

checking the consistency and the correctness of the modifications against the user 
requirernents. 

helping the development team to keep the software documentation up to date. 
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Anaiysis and 

n i e  TOOQE d o d d a g y  

Figure 2-1 0: Reconciliation berneen the class implemenratïkn and its specrjkation 

We atso conduct an extensive survey of the different existing regression analysis and 
testing methodotogies. We analyze the problem in general, and we point out particularly the 
shortcoming and drawbacks of the previous proposais. We show how the existing strategies 
focus only on code and do not address the maintenance problem of the test data namely the 
analysis and design models, Many of the latter strategies are also inappropriate for 0-0 
software- 
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3. Design Capture and 
Characterization for change 

Impact Analysis 

3.1. Introduction and motivation 
The software models produced during the IIDP represent different views of the systems 

(e-g., structural, dynamic, funciional) at different development phases. A single model is 
expressed using a certain forrnatism and notations (e-g., the behavior of a class can be modeled 
as a state transition diagram) depending on the 0-0 methodology adopted during the 
development process [i 1,18,19]. Managing the evolution of these models is a compiex problem 
as was recognized in [13]. In this chapter \rue show how to generate, from the analysis and design 
models, the class specifications, and express them using the regular expression fomalisrn 
[2,39]. We discuss how such a fomalism can provide a common framework to abstract and 
express the different notations used in 0-0 rnethodologies and therefore help to reduce the 
complexity of change impact anaiysis [29]. 

We use two concepts the Method and Message Sequence Specifications (MtSS & MgSS) 
introduced in [2] to mcdel the cIass behavior. The MtSS specifies the causal order in which the 
methods of an instance object can be invoked. The MgSS specifies the causal order in which 
messages are sent out from an object to client objects- For each class the MtSS and MgSS 
define the intra and inter class interactions, 

The chapter is organized as follows. First, we give an overview of the regular expression 
formalism. We present background information, definitions and theorems that we will use later in 
our method. Second, we briefiy descnbe the process of generating the MtSS and MgSS from 
existing design and analysis models using different examples. The process itself depends on the 
formalism and notations used by the designer, For further information please refer to [2]- 

3.2. Class Behavior Characterization (Method 
& Message Sequence Specification) 

3.2.1, E~isting work 
Many 0-0 analysis and design rnethods provide models and formaiisms to specify the 

dynamic behavior of objects and their interactions- For example Jacobson [i l]  prescribes the 
user cases, Interactions diagrams and state transition diagrams. Rumbaugh [18] proposes in he 
OMT method event traces and state charts. Similar notations are also provided by other 0-0 
development methodologies 1211- 
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In the following sections we define the Method and the Message Sequence Specification for 
classes and we describe how we can generate them from existing 0-0 analysis and design 
rnodels. The MtSS and MgSS concepts were introduced first in fl,ôl], The Kirani and Tsai used 
them to perfom consistency and correctness checks of a single hierarchy of classes- Their 
objective is to improve the validation and verification activities dunng the deveropment phase- 
In this proposal we use the same basic definitions of the MtSS and MgSS; however we extend 
and add new concepts to their work that can be summarized as follow: 

The MtSS and MgSS are used to perform regression analysis during an iterative 
incrementai development process, Rules to detect the changes introduced the interclass 
and intraclass interaction are listed and demonstrated, 

In [cl] Kung and Hsia provide mles to check the consistency and correctness of MtSSs 
and MgSSs for given class and its subclasses. The only class relationship considered in 
their proposal is a single inheritance hierarchy, ln this research, we extend the set of rules 
to detect changes introduced to the same version of a class dunng different iterations. 

We introduce a regression algorithm to detect the obsolete set of test a s e s  based on the 
MtSS and MgSS defined for each class. 

3.23. Limitations of the MtSS and MgSS 
The MtSS and MgSS are generated from the design and analysis models, as will be 
explained in the following sections. Here we Iist briefly their limitations: 

The MtSS and MgSS of a class represent an incomplete abstraction of interclass and 
intraclass interactions because they rnay have been generated from an incomplete design 
mode1 at that stage of developrnent. This is expected in an IIDP, where modefs are buiIt 
incrementally. 

.The method assumes a certain detailed level of design, which means that class, method 
and variable names are significant and are used in the implernentation rnodels- This is 
justified by the folfowing reasons. First, it reconciles the class irnplernentation and its 
specification (see Chapter 5). Second, the MtSSs are used to reselect test cases to remn 
during regression anafysis and testing activities. One comportent of a test case is the 
sequence (Chapter 2,section 2.4-4.4) of the exchanged messages betweeri the interacting 
objects- Names of methods correspond to the actual irnplernentation. 

The MtSS and MgSS do not incorporate data in their structure, The contents of messages 
sent from one class to another, and the class data, is irrelevant to the regression analysis. 

Issues related to real time constraints and concurrency are not addressed in this proposal 
This may be considered as an area for future investigation. 

e The method for generating the MtSSs and the MgSSs is semi-formal, and depends on the 
fomalism and notations used in the design, 

The MtSS and MgSS are a text based notation. Thus it is not a user friendly interface. It 
is highly recomrnended to generate, manipulate and store them in a completely transparent 
manner way to the end user (designer fdeveloper), 

In case of a large software component (class) and because o f  the inherent compiexity of 
the algorithm of matching the regular expressions, our regression analysis becornes 
unfeasible. The time and space needed to perforrn such analysis grow exponentially. 

The MtSS and MgSS do not describe the cornpiete functionality of a given class. They 
simply descBbe some proper sequences of the class interactions with other classes and the 
order and sequence of the its method calls. This constraint restricts the completeness of ouf 
regression analysis. 
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We wifl point out any other important limitations as we describe the different concepts of the 
TOOQE methodology, 

3.2.3. MtSS (Method Sequence Specification) for htra-Class behaviors 

3.2.3.1. Regular expression, regular languages and regular grammm 

3.2.3.1.1. Basic definitions 

In the following we define the regular expression fomaiism that we are going to use for 
expressing the class specification, For further discussion and details please refer to [1,39]. 

Definition 3.1: 
Regular expression: We construct a regular expression frorn primitive CO nstituents by repeatedly 
applying certain recursive rules. 

Let C be a given alphabet. Then 

1. 0, h and a E C are al1 regular expressions. These are called primitive regular expressions. 

2- If r1 and r2 are regular expressions, so rl + r2, rt.r2, rq* , and (r?), 

3. A string is regular expression if and only if it can be derïved from the primitive regular 
expressions by a finite nmber of application of the niles in (2)- 

Definition 3.2: 
Language: The language L(r) denoted by any regular expression r is defined by the following 
ru les: 

1. 0 is regular expression denoting the empty set, 

2- h is a regular expression denoting {h). 

3. For every a E C , a is a regular expression denoting {a), 

If r, and r2 are regular expressions, then 

Theorem 3.1: 
Regular Language: Let r be a regular expression. Then, there exists some non detenninistic 
finite acceptor that accepts L(r). Consequently, L(r) is a regular language. 

For the proof of the theorem, and further discussion, please refer to [39J. 

3.2.3.1.2- Regular Gmmmar and the class specification 
Instances of classes support a set of methods that can be invoked by sending messages 

from client objects. Each objed maintains a state. The state of an object is modified when an 
instance method of the class changes the attribute value of the object. When an object receives 
a message, the result of the execution of a method in response to the received message 
depends on the state of the object. The state of an objed depends on the sequence of methods 
the object has already executed, which depends on the messages the object has received. Thus 
both the object date and behavior depend on the sequence in which the methods are invoked. 
The correct objed behavior is possible only if the methods are invoked in a correct well-defined 
sequence. In this section, we describe the MtSS for specifying the relationship between the 
methods of a class. 
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Methods of a class can have different relationships among themselves. The causai 
relationship between the methods specify the sequence in which the methods should be invoked 
such as method mt should not be invoked before method m2. We use the MtSS defined below 
for specifying this causal relationship- 

The strict sequence arnong the methods of a class depends on the functionality of the class. 
For exarnple, the instance of a Stack class shoufd receive a first pop0 message only after 
receiving a least one pusho message, Sorne of the causal orderîng niles can be due to 
implementation issues. For example, C++ objects must receive a constructor before receiving 
any other message, and the delete message must be the last message, All other messages must 
be received between these two types of messages, 

Note that the set of the strict methoci sequences is not sufficient to describe the complete 
functionality of a given class. By using regular expression or a finite date machine, there is no 
way to fonnally express the number of pop messages sent to a Stack is equaf to the number of 
preceding push messages received by the Stack, 

To represent the method sequence specl'tcation of a class C denoted as (MtSSC), we use a 
regular grammar [39] over an alphabet (referred as C ) consisting of rnethods frorn Mefhods(C), 
where Methods(C) is defined as folfows: 

Definition 3-3: 

Mefhods(C): For a CIass C we define Methods (C) as the set of al1 instances of methods 
defined in C that are publicy available, 

Example : For a stack the method set can be Methods(stack) = {push, pop, isempty?, 
isfull?, top) 

Definition 3.4: 

The regular grarnmar is of the form [39]: 

Zf -> rf 
& -> rj 
In -> rn 

where, each 1; is a distinct label, and each ri is a regular expression over the methods in 
Mefhods(C) u (1&-. ,1~1)-  

We use the following rules to define the class specification based on the regular expression 
fomalism: 

Two methods ml and m2 related as ml. m2 lmplies that one or the other is a sequential 
order between ml and m2 namely the method ml is invoked before rn2 is invoked, 

Two methods ml and m2 are related as ml1 rn2 or (ml + m2) implies that either of the 
method can be irivoked, but not both. The operator '1' is an exclusive or operator. 

The regular expression symbol '"' specifies zero or more repeated instances, and '+' 
denotes one or more repeated instances of a method or group of methods. 

3.2.3*2. Class Method Sequences, Sequence Specifcafiom, Safe Sequences, MSS and 
Propeph'*t3 

In the following we give the formal definition of the method sequence specification o f  a 
class and other related concepts. For further details please refer to [2]. 

Method sequence: A method sequence S is a finite sequence over a method set M of C, (mo, 
ml,.-.rn, ), where each mi E M- A method sequence need not contain al1 the methods in the 
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method set- The entnes in a method sequence correspond to a causal order in which the 
methods a n  be invoked. 

Example: in the Stack example, a possible method sequence is @ush,top,pop,isempty?), In this 
method sequence, the rnethod 'push' must be invoked before the method 'top' is invoked for all 
instances of  class Stack. 

Definition 3.6: 
SeqSpec(C): A SeqSpec(C) is a specification of C that defines a sequence relationship between 
al1 the methods of C. We use a regular grarnmar for speciwing the SeqSpec(C) [2,39). 

Example : Let us consider a specification of a simple bank account class- The interface 
methods defined in class Account are: 
C={create,deposit,open,wjthdraw,close,delete~. 

'Create' is a constnidor method and delete is the destructor rnethod. The 'open' method is 
used for opening an account, 'deposit' method is used for depositing positive sums of money 
into the account, 'withdraw' method is used for withdrawing money from the account and close 
method is for closing the account. In the foilowing we describe a MtSS for the class Account. In 
the sequence specification, the regular grammar labels such as Account Methods are present on 
the left hand side of the arrow [2,39]. 

The SeqSpec(Account) is: 

SeqSpec -> create.AccountMethods,delete (MTSS description) 
AccountMethods -> open- Transaction Methods. close 

Transaction Methods ->(deposÏt (deposit 1 withdra w) 7 

In the above sequence specification, 'create' is the first method the instance of class 
Account executes before any other methods. Once the method 'open' is executed, the instance 
can invoke either 'deposit' or 'withdraw' methods any number of times before executing the 
'close' and 'delete' rnethods. Thus the MtSS of class Account indicates the causal order in which 
rnethods can invoked for the correct behavior o f  instances of the class. 

Definition 3.7: 
SafeSeq(C) : k SafeSeq(C) defines a set of al1 sequences S, that c m  be derived from 
SeqSpec(C) of the class C. A sequence in SafeSeq(C) is a valid sequence of messages 
accepted by any instances of the class C. SafeSeq(C) is the regular Ianguage defined by 
SeqSpec(C) [2,39]. 

Example : The sequence specification of class Account given in the previous exarnple defines 
the set of al1 possible valid sequences of messages that ari object of class Account can i-ijceive. 
This set of sequences is SafeSeq(Account): 

{(create. open. deposit, withdra W. close. delete) , 
(creafe. open-deposif, deposit. withdra W. close. delete) . .J 

3.2.3.2.1 .Properties satisfied by the MtSS: 

In this section we give two properties satisfied by any MtSS. These properties are denved 
from regular definitions and therefore, these properties wilf not be discussed in depth 

Property 1: Associativify over '.' : for methods mi, m2, and m3 of a class, then 

The brackets do not change the causal order in which the rnethods are invoked. 
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Property 2: Distribufivityof '.'over1I; for rnethods mi, m2 and m3 used in a MtSS of class 

3.2 3.3. MgSS (Mkssage sequence SpeczjTcation) for inter-clms behaviors: 
In this section, we discuss the MgSS that can be used to describe the causal order among 

rnethods supported by different objects. 

Definition 3.8: 

The MgSS is specified for each method that sends messages. MgSSs and MtSSs together 
can identify the causal order between any two methods defined in different classes. Although 
the MgSS for a method that sends no messages to other objects is null, the MgSS is useful 
for those objects that act as clients to other objects [2], 

A MgSS of  a method identifies al1 the messages it sends to other dornain objects, It also 
identifies the causal order in which the message is sent, For describing MgSSs, we use the same 
regular grammar formalism as with MtSS. In addition to the operatorç ',' , '1'. '+' and '*' we 
introduce a new operator '?' that indicates that a message prefixed to the operator '?' is optional. 

Zipon rccciving the m essagc m 1 .  T hc objcct O I 
scnds rcspcciivcly rhrec m e s s a g e s  (m2.m3 and m3) to the 
interacting objccm 02.03 and 03 

Figure 3-1: Diugram for itfustrating 1LfgSS 

In the following we describe the MgSS of a method of a class. Figure 3-10 contains four 
objeds 01, 02, 0 3  and 04. The method ml of 01 sends messages to 02, 03  and 04. The 
order in which the messages m2, m3 and m4 are sent to objects by message m l  forms the 
MgSS for method ml .  If the messages are sent in the order of m2, m3, and m4, !tien the MgSS 
of m l  is: 

If either m2 or m3 are sent before m4. then the MgSS of ml is, ml ((m2021rn303).m404) 
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For a given method, its MgSS can be determined by how the method interads with other 
objects, ln the following we discuss briefly how different scenarios iead to different MgSS- 

If a method sends messages of objects one after the other, then al1 of the messages 
represented in the order in which they are sent, For example, if m?, m2 and m3 are sent in 
sequence, then the corresponding MgSS will be ml .m2.m3- 

Optional messages are represented in MgSS using the operator '?', For example, if m l  is 
sent out optionally and then m2 and m3 are sent, the MgSS will be ml?.m2.m3. 

If a method sends out messages altematively (for example . a true condition results in one 
message and false condition results in another message,) the MgSS will contain both 
messages as alternatives. For example , if ml or m2 is sent out, but not both, then the 
corresponding MgSS is ml ( m2. 

If a method sends out messages repeatedly, such as in a loop, the operator '"' or '+' is 
use& The operator '*' is used when messages are sent out zero or more times. The operator 
'+' is used when messages are sent out one or more tirnes- For example if a message m l  is 
sent one or more times, followed by m2, the corresponding MgSS is: (ml)'.m2, 

3.2.4. Derivation of MtSS & MgSS: PrincipIes and examples 
In the following sections, we descnbe the method of generating the method and message 

sequence specification from the analysis and design models. Throughout the discussion, we use 
the following examples: a simplified ATM system, a photocopy machine and object model of a 
simple graph, We do not focus in these examples on the analysis and design aspects of the 
different systems. lnstead, we just focus on the process of abstracting those models and 
generating the MtSS and MgSSs of a class. 

3-2.4-1- Derivation of MtSS: Principals and ernmptesr 

3.2.4.1.4. From State Transition diagrams: 
Many 00 analysis and design techniques propose State Transition Diagrams (STD) for 

modeling the dynamic behavior of classes [lï,I8,l9). They can be used to model both inter- 
class and intra-class dynamic behavior 1191. For deriving the MtSS of a class we use its intra- 
class STD, The STD model represents al1 possible states of  the cIass, the events that can cause 
state transitions, and the actions that result state changes. The STD for a class describes how 
the sequencing of extemal events can affect the state of an object of the class. 

Each state of an object captures a combination of values of the attributes. The states are 
linked to one another through state transitions. State transitions are caused by the occurrence o f  
events which are stimuli received from the environment, Thus, the combination of the attnbute 
values define what the state of an object is, while the messages received from the environment 
are the events. 

The MtSS for a class can be denved automatically from the STD specification of a ciass, 
For deriving the MtSS, we use only the events. We do not consider states and actions 
associated with state transitions- 

The set of sequences of messages accepted by an STD of a class forms the safeSeq(C). 
Construction of a regular gramrnar that accepts the same language as that of STD is well studied 
in the Iiterature. Several efficient algorithms exist for deriving the regular expression from the 
STD [3,39] 
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Example 

In following we illustrate the MtSS derivation from the STD of a photocopy machine [lTJ: 

[ warmer 1 

done 

+ ,  1 
r f 

start 7 
L w coping 

Figure 3-2: Sirg of the Phorocopy machine class 

\ 

The MtSS of the Photocopy class is defined by the following regular grammat: 

SeqSep -> start.CopyingMethods/ timeout.ldleMethods 

I 

timeout 

CopyingMethods -> copy-errorl dor;eSeqSep 

IdIeMethods -> start.WamingMethods/off 

C heckquality -> start~how~essage'[ ok.CopyingMethods. 

t start 

3.2.4.I.Z.Frorn State Charts (ObjecTime ROOM Charts): 

Idle 

For rnany applications, state transition diagrams grow large and cumbersome. State charts 
extend the STD to deal with those problems. They introduce new concepts such as state 
actions, conditional state transition, nested states (ROOM Charts) [6E], Existing 0-0 
methodologies prescribes date charts for modeling the behavior of the system, however each 
one uses certain features of the formalism- 

Warming ' 

In the foliowing, we give an example o f  generating the MtSS of a photocopy machine from 
a date chart with nested states. Many copiers will switch into power saving mode after they have 
not been used for a while- To make the mode1 more readable and consistent, the original state 
diagram can be modified by adding a new state called PowerSave that encapsulates the Idle, 
Waming, and Ckeck-Quality states. 

. 
off 

y 
t s7how-message &show-message 

k t -  
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warmer 

Figure 3-3: ROOM Chart for a copier machine 

The MtSS generated for the class consists of the two regular grammars: 

SeqS pecStatePowersave -> start-Waiming Methods 

Warrning Methods -> is-wra m .CheckqualityMethodststartS howMessage+[off 

Checkquality -> startShowMessaget 

3.2.4.1.3.Frorn Interaction Diagrarns: 
Interactions diagrams (IDs) describe how each use case is presented by comrnunicating 

objects. In [I Il Jackobson provides a formal definition of an interaction diagram and how we can 
draw them, Here, we focus on the issue of generating the MtSS from such rnodels- The ID shows 
a set of pairwise messages exchanged between entities (objects) in a system and the relative 
order in which they occur. There are similar notations in other 0-0 methodologies, such as 
event traces from the OMT method 1181 and message sequence charts from the ROOM method 
(specified in ITU 2,120 Recommendations). The underiying mechanism is the same in each of 
the above models, however the fomalism differs slightly. 

To generate the MtSS of a class, we assume that the designer has already the set of IDs 
where the class is referenced, and that the names used for the classes and messages 
correspond to their actual implernentation. To determine the MtSS for a given class, the 
messages sent to it from other interacting objeds are considered, The sequence is detemined 
based on the order descn'bed in the 1Ds- We note that we do not solve the problem of concurrent 
messages. The process of generating the MtSS can be easily automated based on the 
formalism used to descnbe the 1Ds. 
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Example: To determine the MtSS for ATMHardware CIass (see figure 3-4: Denving MtSS 
and MgSS f o m  interaction diagram), we consider the messages received from ATMHardware 
frorn other interacting objects, The incoming messages are ReadAmt and DispCash. The order 
is determined by the order in which the messages are generated, whether the messages are 
conditional or in a loop, etc, Using the above technique, MtSS for all the classes are given 
below: 

MtSS~mnt -> ge~cctlnfo,getA~~Surnrn~ ba/ance- withdra w 

3.2.4. LDerivation 4MgSS: Principals and eramples 

3.2.4.2.1 .From Interaction Diagrams 

Interaction diagrams are used in 0-0 analysis and design techniques for representing the 
interaction between objects [19,11]. ln [Ag], Booch uses interaction diagrams for representing 
use cases, Use cases are used predominantly for representing analysis and design information. 
interaction diagrams are used to describe how each use case will be implemented by 
cornmunicating objects. ln this proposal, we use interaction diagrams as given in [ I l ]  and 
provide an outline for deriving MgSS and MtSS- 

The MtSS corresponds to the causal order in which methods at an object are invoked, 
Figure 3-4, only one use case is shown and thus the MtSS generated from the above is not 
complete. However, once al1 use case descriptions are available, one c m  generate the cornplete 
MtSS- 

System border 
ATM ATM Hardwîre Bank Account 

get Account info, 
Check balance 
if appropriate, 
issue withdraw 

ifwithdraw succeed 
dispense Cash 

Figure 3-4.- Deriving MISS and ,MgS funn inremcriun diagram 

TO derive a MgSS from an interaction diagram, the messages that are sent from an object 
are considered. For example, in the object Bank, vanous messages are sent, such as Acclnfo. 
Once al1 outgoing messages are known, the causal order among them is determined, The 
decision whether sorne of the outgoing messages are optional or whether they are repeated 
multiple times, is based on the description provided in the IDs. The MgSS defived for some 
methods (events) is shown below: 
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In the MgSS generated for the method withdrawo, three messages are to different classes 
and the causal order among them is identifie& 

3.2.5. Inheritance and the MtSS and MgSS 
fnheritance is a concept introduced with the 0-0 paradigm. Objects identified during the 

analysis and design models and having common characteristics (behavior and information 
structure) are organized in inheritance hierarchies/l8]. A child class inherits the methods and 
instance vanables defined in parent classes. A child class, in addition to the inherited methods, 
can further enhance the dass with additional methods or change the implementation of the 
inherited methods [I 1 ,i8,19], lnheritance can be used for specialization, refinement and reuse- 

- Specialization: The child class satisfies the semantics of al1 the inherited methods frcm the 
parent class, and rnay be extended with additional rnethods and instances variables. 

- Refinement: The child class rnay modify the semantics of the inherited methods- The latter 
methods are refined and modified. Therefore, the behavior of the child class's methods rnay be 
different f o m  the behavior of the corresponding methods in the parent classes- 

- Reuse: The child class rnay not inherit al1 methods from the parent class, and rnay modiQ 
the semantics of the inherited rnethods. 

3.2.5.1- Discussion 
The MtSS and MgSS characterize the behavior of a class. An object rnay send a message 

to another object which is not defined in the actual implementation of the receiver instance, but 
inherited from its parent classes, The MtSS description as defined eariier describes the 
sequence of the Ïnvoked methods at an instance of a class, including the inherited methods. 

ln the MgSS definition, only the methods declared in a class are used to describe the inter 
class interactions, This assumes that only refined methods are included in the MgSS definition. 
The rnethods invoked may be inherited in the receiver object (see figure 4-4). 

3.2.6. Implications of polymorphism on the MtSS and MgSS definitions 
In this section, the concept of polymorphism is introduced bn'efly. Then, its implications on 

the use and the generation of MtSS and MgSS of classes is discussed. 

Instances of a class share the same methods. Each rnethod has a target object as an 
irnplicit argument. The behavior of the method depends on the class of its target. An object 
"knows" its class and hence the right irnplementation of the method [18]. 

The same method rnay apply to rnany different classes. Such method is polymorphic, that 
is. the same method takes on different foms in different classes [il]. For example, the class 
File rnay have a method called print, Different methods could be used to print ASCII files, print 
binary files and print digitized pidures. AI1 the methods perfom the same taskpn'nting a file. 
However, each method rnay be implemented by different code, This common fonn of 
polyrnorphism is known as "method ovemdingn. Another example is to use the same method 
with different types (operator + can be used to add an integer and a real) known as coercion of 
types. Because of the ability to refer to more than one class of object, a polymorphic reference 
has both a static and a dynamic type associated with it [ I l ] .  The static type is known at compile 
tirne and determines the set of valid types that can be accepted at run time, The dynamic type is 
not known at compile time and can change during the execution. For further details about the 
formai definition of polymorphism (ad hoc, universal) , and how is implernented refer to [ I B ] .  

Polymorphic methods are identified at the analysis and design level. Their implementation 
depend on how the programming language implements polymorphism. For example in a class 
hierarchy, superclass may contain an abstract declaration of a method, and each subclass rnay 
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provide its own implementaiion- The same name and signature are used to indicate that this 
method is polymorphic (see Figure 3-5). In a C++ environment, such rnethod will be 
implemented as virtual in the supercfass and subclasses must ptovide their ohvn code. 

Xote: The object modef described here 
is bused on the OMT merhodplease 
rtfer ro [18'forfirther deraih of ihe 
fonnalimi , 

2-Dimentionnl 

orientation 
fiiltype 

Spline 

convolp 

display a 
Figure 3-5: inheritance hiemrchyfor a Gmphicjîigure 

Each class in the analysis and design model has its own MtSS, which describes the causal 
order in which its methods are invoked- At this point o f  abstraction, it is assumed that the 
receiver instance of the messages wili be identified at compile time or run time. There are no 
restrictions on using the same narne of a method in different MtSSs of different classes. 

Similarly, the MgSS describes the causal order in which messages are sent by a method to 
different objects. The MgSS specifies which messages are sent, and to which object, This means 
that the same message can be sent to different objects with exactly the same rneaning, Hence 
polymorphic methods do not affect the MtSS and MgSS. The analysis and design models shape 
the structure of the MtSSs and MgSSs. Depending on the level of abstractions or details 
expressed in the previously mentioned models, the poiymorphic messages are identified and 
included in the MtSS and MgSS descn'ption. 

Example: This example shows how we can use inherited and polymorphic methods in the 
definition of MtSSs ( see Figure 3-5) : 

The partial MtSS of  the Cr'rcle and Arc classes are defined as follows: 

3.3. Chapter summary 
In this chapter, we provided a method for capturing the design, and characterized the 

changes that may occur duting an IIDP. We introduced two concepts: the Method and Message 
sequence specification to express class specifications based on the regular expression 
formalism. Then, we showed how to generate these sequences from existing analysis and design 
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models. The resufts discussed in this chapter represent the basis of ouf research and they will 
be used throughout the whole thesis. 
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4. Class changes in the lterative 
IncrementaI Development 

Process 

ntrod ucti 
Objects and classes are the basic units for building 0-0 systerns, Thus, any changes 

introduced to the analysis and design models will be reflected in their structure and behavior. In 
this chapter a descdption of the types of changes that can be introduced to the class, from 
design and implementation perspectives, is provided, These cornmon changes are considered 
as guidelines to help the development team in identifying and revalidating affected software 
cornponents, We focus on two regression analysis and testing activities: 

Identification of the class design aiterations befween macro-iferations, 

This is done by companng the old versions of the MtSS and MgSS with the new ones 
generated from the current iterati~n, 

Resefecti~n of test cases based on the class specificafion and change types: 

It has been established that test cases for 0-0 software are divided into three categories: 
functional test cases (black-box), structural test cases (white-box, grey-box), and interaction 
test cases (grey-box). Code based regresion analysis and testing strategies focus on the 
fÏrst two categories, since they perfom control and data flow anaiysis to detect the 
modification introduced to the code [12j, For example, after companng two versions of a 
data flow graph, a regression algorithm may detect a data item that is not used anymore (no 
def-use). This implies that al1 functional test cases using that data in their definition becorne 
obsolete. 

in this research, we focus on interaction test cases, and we describe a regression analysis 
and testing algorithm that uses the definition of the MtSS and MgSS to detect and classify the 
design alterations and solve the reselection of test case problem, Hence, we stress the riitra- 
class and inter-class interactions. 

Note that our method does not cover al! possible changes. VVe assume that the proposed 
strategy can be used in conjunction with other regression analysis and testing, and analysis code 
or specification based strategies to cover the entire test case data base- 
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4.2. Class Changes 
Table 4-1 provides a classification of the types of changes that can be introduced to a class 

[23] during the IIDP, They are: 

Data change: Any datum (eg., a global variable, a focal variable, or a class data mernber) 
can be changed by updating its definition, declaration, access scope, data access mode or 
initialization- In addition, adding new data or deleting existing data are also considered to 
be data changes. 

Mefhod Change: A member functicn or a method can be changed in varÏous ways. Here 
we classi@ them into three types : Interface changes, cunirol structure changes and 
component changes- 

-The interface of a member function or a method consists of its signature, access scope 
and mode, and its interactions with other member functions (for example, a function cal1 
or message passing). Any change to the interface is called an interface change of a 
member function. 

-Structure changes include: 1) adding, deleting or modifying a branch or a loop 
structure, and 2) adding or deleting a sequentiai segment. 

-Component changes include: 1) adding, deleting, or changing a predicate; 2) adding or 
deleting a [ocal variable; and 3) changing a sequential segment. 

Class change: Direct modification of a class can be on of the three types: component 
changes, interface changes and relation changes. Any change to a defined (redefined) 
member function or a defined data attnbute is known as a component change- A change is 
said to be an interface change if it adds or deletes a defined (redefined) attribute, or 
changes its access mcde or scope, A change is said to be relation change if it adds or 
deletes an inheritance, aggregation ûr association relationship between the dass and 
another class. 

Class interacfion change: This includes: 1 ) changing the defined members of a class; 2) 
adding , or deleting a class; 3) adding, or deleting a relationship between existing classes; 
4) adding, or deleting an independent class. 

- 

Scope 

Data changes 

Method interface 
changes 

Mefhod structure 
changes 

Method 
component 
changes 

Class componenf 
changes 

Change types 

1, Change data definition/declaration 
2, Change data access scope/mode/uses 
3, Add delete data 
4, add/delete extemal data usage 
5. add/delete extemal data updates 
6. add/delete change a method cal1 
7, change its signature 
8, add/deIete sequential segment 
9. addldetete change a branch loop 

10. change a control sequence 
Il. add/delete local data 
12. change a sequential segment 

13. change a definedkedefined rnethod 
14. addldelete a defined/redefined method 
15- add/delete a defined datum 
16. addfdelete a virtual abstract method 
17. change an attnbute access mode/ 

scope 

Covered by TOOQE 

4 

4 
4 

4 
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- 

Table 4-1: CIfunges t h  c m  be introduced to classes 

Ciass relationsh@ 
changes 

Class interaction 
changes 

Our method for detecting changes does not cover ail of the above change types. In the 
following sections we will provide a set of rules for analyzing the fipple effects of changes, and 
we wifl cross refsrence the change types covered 

1 8. add/delete a superclass 
19. addfdelete a subclass 
20. addldelete an object pointer 
21. add/delete an aggregate object 
22, addldelete an crbject message 
23. change a class (modify attributes) 
24. addfdelete a relation between classes 
25. add/delete a cIass and Ïts relations 
26. add/delete an independent class 

4.3. Change detection and Classification 

4.3.1. MtSS operations and languages 
Based on our preuious definition, the MtSS and MgSS describe the behavior of the system 

from different points of view or perspectives. Moreover, any kind of change (especially changing 
the specification and the intemal structure of a class) will be reflected directIy in their derivation. 
Hence, to detect the class changes, one can easily compare the MtSS of a class generated 
during one iteration with the new MtSS generated from the modified version during the next 
iteration. In a similar way, we detect the changes affecting the collaborations between the objects 
by sirnply comparing the original MgSS and the MgSS of the modified version, This allows the 
designer to have the necessary feedback to control the evolution of the system, especially from 
a use case perspective, 

Let Cl, &,-- ,Ck be a set of interacting classes that form a system or a sukystem. We 
assume that they can be related to one another through inheritance, association or aggregation 
relationships [18]. We now define ternis that are used in detecting class changes based on the 
analysis and design rnodels. 

Definition 3.9: 
E-rep/ace(MfSS,S): ereplace(MfSS,S) is defined as an operation on the MtSS where it 
substitutes al1 the methods of S in MtSS by &(nuIl method). The nuIl method has no effect on 
how the MtSS is defined. 

Example: If MtSS of a class C is mo.ml.(m2[m3)", and S ={ml,m3), then 
E-replace(MfSS, S) =mo- (mz) * 

Definition 3.1 0: 
Language(lWtSSc) : Language(MtSSc) of class C defines a set of valid method sequences that 

can be generated from the sequence specification MtSS for C- 

4.3.2. Detection and classification ruies: 
We now give rules to compute sets which represent changes of different types discussed in 

section 4.2, 
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4.3.2.1. Add* deletion, mudifiution of metho& 
In the following section, we Iist a set of mies that characteflze modifications introduced to 

the class specification, They cover of some the changes listed in the Table 4-1, namely the ones 
listed below, corresponding to each rule, 

Given a class Cl and the modified version of  the same class denoted by G, let 
Method(C7) and Method(C2) be the set of methods defined in CI  and C2 respectively- We 
define MtSScf and MtSSc2 to be the Method Specification Sequences of Cl and respectively- 
We define L I  = Language(MtSScf), and L2 = Language(MtSS4. 

Rule 1 ( Deleted methods) : 

if (Method(C1) - Method(C2) #0) then any mi E (Method(C7) - Method(C2)) must be a 
deleted method. We define Deletedmefhod(CI)= (Method(C7) - Method(C2)). 

Discussion: 

This rule is based on the set operation "-": Given any two sets A and 6 the set (A- B) is 
defined by the set A-Bqx; x E A and x gB]- 

Rule 2 (New methods) : 

if (Mefhod(C2) - Method(C1) &)) then any mi E (Mefhod(C2) - Method(C1)) is a new 
rnethod, .we define Newmefhod(C2)= (Method(C2) - Method(C7)). 

Discussion: 

This rule is based on the above discussion for the a-R set operation. 

Rule 3 (Retained rnethods) : 

The retained met hods are defined by the set Refainedmethod(C2)=(Method(Cl) r, 

Met'hpd(~2)). If a method m,- E Retainedmethod(C2) is changed, then a residual 
definedhedeflned method is changed in C2- 

*Rule 4(New Sequences  of methods): 

Let L= (Language(MtSSc2)- Language(MtSScf)), L defines the set of the new method 
sequences acceptecl by C2 and not by the original version Cl .  This rnay occur because of 
one of the above types of changes (Add/Delete). 

Discussion: 

ope 
the 

Based on the theorem of closure of regular expressions, L=LrL:= LZ 

resulting set: 

set 

diagram illustrates 
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L = LTLI defines the set of al1 the sequences that are not accepted by the original version of 
the class, This is an important rule, since it allows us to identify the new sequences of added or 
modified methods that need to be considered in regression analysis and testing. These 
sequences correspond to the set of possible scenan'os or test cases that should be added to the 
regression test suite, 

Rule 5 (Deleted Sequences of methods) 

Let Li= (Language(NlfSSc,)- Language(MtSSc2))- L' defines the set of the old method 
sequences accepted by Cl and not by the rnodified version C2, 

Dîscussion: 

This nile is similar to the Rule 4. L' defines .the set of al1 the sequences that are not 
accepted by the modified version of the class- This is also an important mle since it 
characterizes the sequences of rnethods which have become invalid or obsolete. This a major 
objective of regression analysis and testing. The invalid sequences correspond tu a set of 
possible scenarios or test cases that have become obsolete and should be removed from the 
regression test suite, 

Exarng le: 

Suppose we have the original MtSS for the Account class : 

M e l - >  create-open. (deposif, (deposa withdraw) ")dose . 
The modified version of the above MtSS is defined as follows: 
MtSSm> create. open. (deposit- (depositl withdraq balance 1 report) 7. close. 

Two methods { balance,report ) have been added. The regular expression may be 
represented by a DFA (Deterrninistic Finite Automaton) as described in [39] (see section 4-4.4.3)- 
The result of applying the above niles is illustrated in Figure 4-1 : 

deposit n 

open 

u balance 

Figure 4-1: Example of den-ving hvo MiSSs ofthe class Account as if evolves fonn Cl ;O C2. 
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4.3.2.2. Modification of the Clan libraq* Hierarcb changes 

Given a class C, and the modified version of the same dass denoted b y c  , we denote 
by ParentCk = {MfSSCi 1 i=7..k-7) the set of MtSS of the parent classes of the class Ck Sirnilarly, 

we denote by the Parente, = {MtSSc [ i=7..kr-1} the set of MtSSs of the parent classes of 

the modified version of define . 

Based on the rules discussed previously, and the set theory [39], we establish the following 
conditions: 

If ( ParentCk - Parent C, $0 ) then any MtSS Ci in (ParentCl - Parent C, ) contains 

deleted scenarios or test cases frorn the super classe 

If ( Parent C, - Parent& ) then any MtSS Ci in (Parent C, - ParentCd contains 

added scenarios or test cases in the super class, 

The set defined by (ParentCl n Parente, ) represents the retained scenafios. The 

designer provides addtional information by inspection and walkthrough to determine the 
retained scenarios affected by the design changes. 

4.3.2.3. Modifiarion of the clms interactions 
In the following section, we list a set of rules that charscterize the modification introduced to 

the interaction between classes based on the Message Sequence specification.These concepts 
are very simiIar to the above MtSS rules. 

Let Commonmefhods(Cl, C2)= (Method(C1) ri Method(C2)) 
Given a method mi E Commonmethods(Ck C, ), we define MgSScl and the MgSSc2 as 

the message specification sequences of Cl and C2 respectively for the method mi: 

Rule 6 ( Deleted message interactions) 

For a method mi E deletedmefhod(C,), the set of the deleted interactions is defined by 
deletedlnteracfions(Cr)= MgSSC1 of the method mi. 

Discussion: 

The deleted interactions are based on the specification of the rnethods deteted from the 
original version of the class. For each method mi E deletedmethod(C,), the Language(MgSScl) 
defines the set of al[ the deleted interactions. This rule allows us to detect the deleted 
interactions that needed to be removed frorn the regression test suite. 

.Rule 7 (New message interactions) 

For a rnethod m, E Newmethod(C2). the set of the new interactions is defined by 
Newlnteractions(C,)= MgSSC2 of the method mi. 

Discussion: 

The new interactions are defined based on the specification of the methods added to the 
modified version of the class. For each method mi E Newmefhod(C2), the Language(MgSSc2) 
defines the set of ail the new interactions. This rule allows us to define the new interactions to be 
tested and included in the regression test suite for each method added to the class. 

Rule 8 Modification of the MgSS of an existing method (new sequence of message 
interactions): 
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For every mi E ComrnonMethods(CT,C2), Let L= (Language(MgSSc2)- Language(MgSSc,)), L' 
defines the set of the new message sequences send by the method mi from C2 and not by 
the original version of mi in Cl, 

Discussion: 

The rationale behind this mle is similar to the one discussed in Rule 1. 

Let Lr = Language(MgSSc,), and L2 = Language(MgSSc2) for a given method mi e 
CommonMethods(C1,C~~ Let L=LrLI= L2 n K .  L defines the new interactions that the 
modified version of mi- sends to the objects interacting with an instance class C2. These new 
sequences result from adding new methods, deleting methods or modiwing the original 
sequence of rnethods. The new sequences define a set of test cases to be added to the 
regression test suite, 

Rule 9 (Mod'rfication of the MgSS of  an existing method and invalid message 
interactions) 

For every mi E CommonMethods(C,, Cd, Let L'F (Language(MgSScl)- Language(MgSScl)), 
LI2 defines the set of the otd message sequences sent by the method mi from Cl and not 
sent by the modified version of mi in C2- 

Discussion: 

The rationale for this rule is similar to the one discussed above (Rule 8). 

Let L, = Language(MgSScl), and L2 = Language(MgSSc;r) for a given method mi e 
CommonMethods(C,C~. Let L' =L,-L2= L, n q. Lt defines the deleted interactions that the 
original version of mi- defines, and that are no longer valid in the new version. These deleted 
sequences result from adding new rnethods, deleting methods or modifying the original 
sequence of methods. The deleted sequences can be used to detect the obsolete test cases 
from the regression test suite. 

4.3.3. Change Consistency checking via Language Equality 

4.3.3.1. Backward compatibility via 6-replace 
Given a class Cl and the modified version of the same class we denoted by Cz, we define 

MtSScl and the MtSSm. the methods specification sequences of Cl and Ci respectively.: 

Let SI= Dele€edmethods(C1) and S2= Newmethods(CJ. If we define : 
RetainedMtSSCl = E-replace(MtSSC7, S,) and RetainedMfSSC2= E-replace(MfSScz S2) the n 
Language(RetaïnedMfSScl) = Lang~age(RetainedMtSS~2)- 
Discussion: 

lnformally in the above rule, the MtSS of the rnodified class with only the unmodified 
methods from the original version of the class must be equal to the MtSS of the onginal class 
without the deleted methods. The rationale behind the rule is based on the set theory and 
ianguage operations: 

The causal relationship between the methods defined in S can be denotrd MtSSH. When 
we apply the &-replace operator, we just replace the methods in the MtSS with the nuIl method. 
The sequence between the methods is not affected. Hence, using the set methods defined by 
Language(RetainedMtSSC1) = Language(MtSSH) we c m  sirn ila ri y esta blis h t hat, 
Language(RetainedMtSSc2) = . Language(MfSS4 

Example: Suppose we have the original MtSS for the Account class : 

MtSSI= create.open.(deposif,(deposit[wifhdraw)*).close and the modified version 
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MtSS2= create open. (deposif, (depositI withdra wl balance1 report) *).close, 

To check the consistency of the new version of the class Account, one can replace the new 
added methods balance and report by the nul1 rnethod- This wiil yield the original MtSS. 

4.4. Example: Analysis of change Impact on 
regression analysis of existing Test cases 

4.4.1. Generating a subset of the language defined by a MtSS 

4 4.l.I.EjcampIe: Deriving a ConM F h v  Graph from the MSS 
The MtSS uses the regulaf expression fonnalism to represent the causal relationship 

between methods- The regular expression operâtors that can be used in MtSS are "." , "*", and 
'1'' described below- These operators are used to iink the methods in causal relationships. In the 
following, we describe the method of converthg regular expression operators to corresponding 
control flow graphs [5]. 

AB:  The regular expression operator '-' represents a sequence between the methods A 
and 6 in sequence specification, (Le. the method A is executed before the rnethod B is 
executea), This regular expression is converted to a control flow graph consisting of nodes 
A and B with a direct edge between them. 

Table 4-2: Regular expression to Confrol Flow Graph 

AlB: The regular expression operator '1' represents an 'OR' operator between two methods 
in a sequence specification indicating that either method A is executed or B is executed but 
not both. This regular expression is converted to a control flow graph with 2 parailel direct 
paths between two durnmy nodes nl: and n2 with nodes A and B in each paîh, The nodes nl 
and n2 not read or rnodifbr any variables- 

* A? The regular expression operator '*' indicates that the method can be repeatedly 
invoked (possibly O times). In [22] Ï t  has been show that for data flow analysis purposes 
for every 'A*' in a regular expression, one can substitute with '(1 1 (ASA)) without affecting 
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data flow anomalies- While constructing the control flow graph, this theorem is used and 
the equivalent control flow graph for "' is shown in Table 4-2 - 

A': The regular expression operators '+' indicates that a method c m  be executed 
repeatedly but at Ieast one tirne, Extending the theorem from [22), the regular expression 
'A+' can be converted to '(A 1 (ASA))' for data flow analysis purposes. The control flow graph 
equivalent to 'A+' is shown in the table 4.1 . 

A sequence specification can contain several methods using multiple regular expression 
operators, The above technique of converting to a control flow graph is applied repeatedly- In a 
control flow graph, adjacent dummy nodes are reduced to one dummy node, In Table 4-2 the 
control flow graphs corresponding to different basic regular expressions are shown- 

4.4-1.2. Generhtg traces from the CFG @otential test caserfrom the CFG) 
It is useful to define another concept, namely the set of traces that is defined by the CFG. 

This set is defined to be the set of al1 sequences of methods that exist in the CFG- Consider the 
following regular expression : A.(BIC).D 

Set of traces: 
ABD 
AC.D 

Figure 4-2: Example of generating tmces /rom a CFG 

The motivation behind introducing traces is thai they represent the possible execution paths 
that the class or a group of interading objects can perforrn and these paths c m  be mapped 
easliy in a test case or scenario. 

Example: 

In this section, we illustrate the construction of a flow graph using the Account class 
described in the previous sections. 

An Account consists of four methods open, close, deposit, withdraw. The expected behavior 
of the methods is that "openn must be called up before invoking either "depositn or "withdraw" 
methods; and "closen method must be invoked last, The MtSS corresponding to this behavior of 
the Account class is: 

Mefhods -. open. deposit (deposq withdraw) *.close (1 1 
= open. deposit (7 1 (deposq wifhdra w))*. dose (2) 
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open-deposit. (7 1 (depositt deposii) [ (depositi withdra wJ ) 1 

The equation (1) corresponds to the sequence specification that can be derived from the 
design or  a user specified one. Usirig Hung's theorem [24, in equation (2), the regufar 
expression '*' O erator is reduced. In equation (3) the exponentiation is expanded using the 
equation (A !BIp= (A.A)I (A.B)( (B . A), (8.B) . We use equation (3) for conversion to a contml 
flow graph. 

The CFG for the Account class: 

The CFG is constnicted from the equation (3)- We use the same technique as descrïbed in 
the table 4-2. The sequence specification in equation (3) contains only '.' and '1' operatorç - The 
',' operators are converted to direct edges between their preceding and following method nodes. 
The expression within the huge bracket in equation (3) is concerted to five parallel paths 
between two dummy nodes nl and n2. The control fiow graph corresponding to the equation (3) is 
shown in the Figure 4-3: CFG of the class Account 

deposit 

deposi t 

O close 

Figure 4-3: CFG of rile class Accounr 

The set of traces that can be generated from the above CFG are the following: 

P t  open. deposZ. close 

P2: open.deposif, deposit deposit .close 

P3: open. deposit. deposif. withdra w.close 

P4: open-deposif. withdra W. withdraw. close 

P5:open. deposif, wifhdra W. deposif, close 
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1-42. Grey-Box Test case generation from State Transition Diagram (STD) 
To generate test cases, it possible to adopt the folIowing coverage criteria: 

4.4.2.1. An States coverage 
The STD contains many states, and at each state it contains many method invocations, The 

'ali state' coverage method requires at least one method invocation at every state of the class, 
Test cases can be derived from the STD by selecting the paths that forces the objed to go 
through ail possible states, An example of test cases which cover al1 the states for cfass 
Account, iS given below: 

TestGase3 -. open.deposif, wifhdrz W. balûnce-reporf. close 

An STD for a class contains several dates- At each state, many methods can be invoked, A 
method invocation at the state may result in rernaining in the same state, The 'al1 methods" 
requires al1 methods of the dass to be invoked. In addition the sequence must be compfiant with 
the MtSS of the class. For example, using this method, the following test case c m  be generated 
for the class Account : 

TestCase 7 = open.deposit balance. wifhdraw-reporf. close 

baiancd 
Report 

Figure 4-4: Exmnple of generating test cases from a Sm 
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4.4.3. Analysis of the Change impact and selection of Regression Test Cases 
As rnentioned in previous chapters, one major component of any regression analysis and 

testing methodology is the reselecting test from an existing test suite cases to retest the systern 
[6] . This activity is concerned with selection of test cases to rerun, It involves the generation of 
new test cases and the reseiection of the old ones, In [6], the old test cases are divided into three 
classes: 

Reusable test cases: those which tested unmodified parts of the specification and their 
corresponding unmodified parts of the implementation. They rernain valid after the 
modification to the specification and implementation- and do not need to be renrn, 

The test cases relevant to the modified parts (of the specification and the impfementation) 
which we refer to as the affected test cases have two categones: those still valid are called 
retestable test cases, and should be renin; those which have becorne irrelevant or out of 
date due to the changed specification or programs are calted obsolete test cases- We 
restnct Our analysis in the following sections to the latter category. Our strategy classifies 
the test cases into two categories: the obsolete scenanos or test cases, and the reusable 
and retestable test cases. 

4.4.3.1. Test case and trace specifcafrafron notution and euimple 
We define the structure of a test case as a sequence: <method,input,output/state? The 

causal order of the methods is important, For example, let fi be a test case defined to test a 
class C by executing the following sequence of methods, called Tiace(fi) = mo-ml.m2.m3. 
Changing the structure of the class C may affect the Trace(Q, and the test case rnay becorne 
obsolete. In fact the equivalence between a test case and a trace (which rneans that the test 
case is still valid and reusable or retestable) can be established if one of the following major 
changes was not introduced to the trace. 

1 Possible modification 
introduced to a trace 

Added new methoh 

Change s in order and fhe 
sequence of merho& 
ModzjTcation in ihe internal 
structure of a method (Ehe 
method should have the s m e  
inteq7ace or sipatzu-e) 
Relationship between the input 
md expected output / stczfe is 
altemated 

01i&;ii 1 Modified / T;;:;i.::e 
trace trace I 

mo.rnl.rn2.rn3- 

mo.rnl.rn2.ms 

rno .m 1 .m2.m3 

rno.rnl.rn2.rn3. 

Table 4-5: Mod1j7cah'an that cm be introduced to method tmces. 

This means that either the input is 
no longer valid due to the 
specification changes or the 
expected output I state should be 
modified due to these changes 

At this point, we note that we do not consider the data changes that rnay 5e introduced 
either to the cfass specification or the changes introduced to method interface. This is still an 

mo.ml.rnz.rn,.m4. 

mo .m 1 .rn2 

moml .m3 .m2- 

mo .m 1 -1~12.m3 

Obsolete 

Retestable 

Obsolete 

Obsolete 

Reusable 
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open problem that future reseôrch rnay address. We mention also that the above changes are 
considered at an atomic level, However, they may al1 affect a trace at  the same tirne depending 
on what is the purpose of the changes. Therefore the equivalence between a rnethod and a trace 
is established, if they have the same number of methods, the same order and they are 
synthetically equivafent. 

The second step of our methodology detects the major changes introduced to the class 
specification. Hence, the test case designed to test these classes or class interactions marked 
as unmodified, need not be renrn. They are classified as reusable, The other test cases are 
classified as obsolete or retestable depending on the result of the equivafence cornparison, In 
the following we propose a methodology for reselection of affected test cases- 

4.4.3.2.Rational~g Test cases by equivalent Behaviour 
Based on ouf previous definition of regression analysis and testing, one can notice that any 

changes introduced to the specifications of a class or the class interadions will be reflected in 
the structure of its corresponding MtSS and MgSS. Hence, to detect if a test case is still 
reusable, retestable or obsolete, we can venfy if it matches a substnng (or a sequence) of 
methods in the language generated from the modified version of the MtSS or the MgSS. This 
problem is known in the literature as the 'regular expression pattem-matching problern". In [66] 
Leeuwen states the problem as follows: 

Given a pattern consisting of regulaf expression rand an input string s=sl s2 s3 ,,, sk answer 
yes" if r matches a subsfn'ng of s; une" atherwise, we assume the lengfh of r is m. ln our case 

the MtSS corresponds fo the regular expression s, and r is the test case to check, The %on 
answer means that the test case does not verifY any vaiid sequence of the modified class and 
therefore if becornes obsolete and should be removed Rom the regression test suite- 73e 'Yes" 
means that the test case is stiD valid and can be reused to revalidate the class specification. 

ln [3, 661 efficient algorithms are presented for verifying whether one regular expression is 
the sarne as another. Each regular expression defines a Finite Automata (FA). A FA accepts a 
set of strings (equence of methods in ouf case) from the language defined by the FA (set of 
methods of a class). If LI and L2 are the languages represented by two regular expressions, then 
the two regular expressions are equal if LI = L2. One can verify this by constnicting a new FA Dl 
sati*ing LI 8 L2 (0 is the exclusive-or operator), then ven'fying whether Dl accepts only an 
empty string. If Dl represents an empty regular set, then LI = L2. Efficient methods and proofs for 
constnicting intersection and compIement operators are provided in 131, 
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Design models 

Transfiormatïon ojOOAdiD üto 

- -  

Ci hftSSC:/ MgSSC2 
Cl2 MltSSC'11 IUgSSC't 

Cm: !iftSSCml hlgSSCm 

(Conaoi How Graph) 

Figure 4-6: Overview ofrhe tesr case resdecnon process 

4.4.3.3. AIgonth rn for ma fcking regu C a r  expressions 
In the following. we describe a Deteministic Finite Automata (DFA) regular expression 

pattern rnatching algorithm [66]. The algorithm first constructs a syntax tree for regular 
expression such is one in (Figure 4-7) for the regular expression (alb)*aba#. The symbol "#" is an 
endrnarker and a dot "." is the concatenation operator, 

Syntax Tree for the regular 
expression: (a[b)*abaf: 

6 

Final siate QT-3 
DFA that acsepts the reguhr 

b expression: (alb)*aba## 
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Figure 3-7: A DFAJor the regrtlar expression (a(b) *da 

The leaves of the tree are labeled by non-rnetacharacters (such as 4, ', --) defined in the 
regular expression. Using a technique suggested in [671, each leaf is associated with a unique 
integer called the posKon of the leaf, Positions are shown below the leaves in the syntax tree of 
Figure 4-7- The transitions of  the DFA are constructed directly from the syntax tree- Each state 
of the DFA is the set of positions corresponding to the leaves that are active after having read 
some prefix of the input string- InitlaIly, leaves 1, 2, and 3 are active so the initial date of the 
DFA is the set {1,2,3). 

The next state Q' representing the transition from state Q on an input character c is 
computed as follows: For each transition i in Q whose Ieaf symbol matches c, we add follow(i) to 
T, where folfow(7) is the set of positions that can Tollovf the leaf labeled by i in the syntax tree. 
The following niles define the followfl) function: 

If the left and light leaves are the two children of a node labeled by concatenation 
operator in the syntax tree and transition i is a position that can last be active in the subtree 
rooted at leff, then ail the positions initially active in the subtree rooted at rïght are in follow 
O- 

If i is a position that can last be active in a subtree rooted at a *-node in the syntax tree, 
then al1 the positions initially active in the subtree are in follow (0. 
For the above example, let us cornpute the Q representing the transition from the initial 

state {1,2,3) on the input syrnbol a. The leaf corresponding to the position 1 matches a, so we 
add follow(7) ={i ,2,3) to Q. Position 2 does not match a, but position 3 does so. We add folIow(3) 
=(4) to Q- Thus the transition from state {1,2,3) on a is the state {1,2,3,4}. 

To cornplete the DFA, al1 the transitions should be computed. Any state containing the 
position corresponding to the endmarker "#" is made an accepting state. Transitions for the 
symbol 'W" are not computed in Figure 4-7. 

The transition function can be represented in a 2-dimensional array. A DFA can be 
simulated efficentiy by the table look-up algorithrn: 

funcfion match-RegularExpression (s,r : regular-expression): boofean; 

{ Function returns "True" if the hp& string s can simulate the DFA generated Fom the 
regular expression othenuise "False" 1 

Begin 

Q:=inifial sfate 

if (Q is accepting ) then refum "True" 

for j:= 1 to n do 

begin 

if (Q is accepthg ) then retum "True" 

end 

End 

Once a DFA has been constnicted from the regular expression, it is possible to determine 
whether it matches the input string in O(n) time. For further discussion about the cornplexity 
analysis of the algorïthm, please refer to [66], 
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4.4.3- 4. Ciassificiztion of test cases by regrasion analysis 
The idea behind the regression algorithm is to compare the test cases generated dunng one 

Ïteration for testing one class C, and its interaction and with the corresponding MtSS and MgSS 
and report if they become invalid reusabte or retestable , 

In the following, we describe a generic algorithm that can be used to reselect the regression 
test cases, The algorithm take as input a test suite designed to test a given c l a s  C at the unit 
Ievel and its interactions, and the MtSS and MgSS of a class. It returns the set of obsoiete and 
the set of reusable and retestable test cases, 

Reseiection of class test cases 

algorithm: 

lnpuf : Regularexpression RE { l t  can be the MfSS or the MgSS of a class C} 

TDB: Test case suife for a class C. 

OLlfput Obsolete-Tesf r the set of obsolete test cases- 

Retestable-test the test of Reusable and retestable set of fest cases. 

Begin 

-$tep7 Construcf the DFA mesponding to the RE, 

{the DFA is constructed based on fhe algorifhm described in the previous 
sections] 

- step-2 For (Each fest case TC fiom TDB of C) do 

if (match_reguiarexpression(RE, TC) ) then @al1 the procedure to 
the simulafe the test case on the DFA consfructed from the REJ 

Add TC to Retesfable-tesf, 

Add Obsolefe-test . 

end. 

The algorithm is based on the regular expression formalism which is a subject well studied 
in the literature, We have already described in the previous sections the definitions and the 
theoretical foundations of our analysis. We can estabtish the correctness and completeness of 
this algorithm which basically uses two functions: The first one is to construct the DFA of regular 
expression and the second one is to simulate the test case on the DFA. The correctness and 
compteteness of the two atgorithrns are demonstrated in 1661. 

The goal of this example is to show how our approach can detect the set of obsolete test 
cases afier two methods are deleted from a given class. 

We assume that we have the following original MtSS of the class Account: 

MtSSC .I= open. deposit (deposifI withdrawl balancelreport) *- close. 

We suppose that the following modifications are introduced to the Account dass delete the 
{balance, reporf ) methcds. The resulting MtSS is: 

MfSSC2= open,deposif.(depos~ withdraw) *. close. 
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In section 4.4, the following test cases are generated to test the original version or the 
class Account: 

TestCase3 i open-deposif, withdra W. balance-report close. 

In section 4-4-1 -2 we generated a subset of the language of MtSSC2: 

P?: open, deposit close. 

P3: open- deposif, deposif. withdra w, close, 

P4: open. deposit wzhdra w, withdra wxlose, 

P5:open. deposif, withdra w, deposif, close. 

By appiying the above regression algorithm, one can easily verify that the following test 
cases are obsolete: 

TestCase3 open. deposif, wifhdra W. balance,report. close. 

The followîng test cases are stiIl valid: 

TestCase 7 i open, deposif-close. 

Test Case2 =, open-deposri'. deposif, withdra W. close, 

In this chapter, we provided a set of niles that can be used to detect the changes introduced 
to the class specification. The modifications covered by these mies are adding, deleting 
methods, modification of the calling sequence of methods at the instance of a class and its 
interactions with other classes. A regression analysis aigorithm for classifying the test cases into 
obsolete, reusa ble and retestable test cases is also provided. 



5. ReconciIiation between the 
class irnplementation and its 

specification 

troductio 
ln the 0-0 software engineering life cycle, design specifications are used in implementing 

the final code. However, since irnplementation from design is usually a manual pfocess, a final 
program might contain inconsistencies and errors. The main purpose of testing activities is to 
detect and potentially remove such design and irnplementation defects from the program under 
developrnent, and to ensure that the system reflects its requirernents. 

During the developrnent process, it is often the .case that changes are introdumd directly to 
the code to rnodify existing functionafity or to add new features. Such changes are not reflected 
in the software documentation (analysis and design models) and the system specifications which 
leads, of course, to inconsistency between the irnplementation and the user requirements- 

For 0-0 software, the class is the basic unit for building programs. We introduce in this 
chapter a rnethod which reconciles a class implernentation affeded by code changes and its 
specifications- The method is based on two concepts: the method and message sequence 
specification as descnbed in the previous chapter and the concept of class firewall. The cfass 
firewaIl is computed from the code; it describes the set of classes that are possibly affected by a 
change [62]. Our goals are the foltowing: 

First, reinforce the regression analysis and testing activities. The method checks the 
correctness and detects the inconsistencies between the class implementation and its 
specifications, 

* Second, help the development team to keep the software models up to date dunng the 
migration between successive iterations using the traceability framework. 

5.2. The Object Relational Graph (ORG) and 
the Class firewall 

5.2.1. Existing work and discussion 
In 126,621, Kung, Gao and Hsai focus on the regression analysis from an irnplementation 

perspective. They propose the foltowing two step method: 
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0 6uiit an object relational grzph and class firewall to detect the class that might be affected 
by code changes- - Based on those results, they propose a method for selecting the regression analysis and 
testing package. The selection strategy is designed for C++ implementation and a n  be 
used with white-box and black-box test cases, 

5.2.2- New resrrlts 
In this research, we use the same definitions and concepts- However, we add new concepts 

such as the MtSS and MgSS to capture the class specification. We introduce afso two new 
concepts called the message and rnethod use sequence. Our goal is to detect tne discrepancies 
between the class specification and its implementation. The method can be surnrnarized in the 
following steps: 

Generate the MtSS and MgSS for the different ciasses of the systern. 

Built an object relational graph and class firewall to detect the classes that might be 
affected by code changes, 

Control and data fiow methods [65,12] are used to perform static and dynamic analysis of 
the code. The results of the analysis are called method and message use sequences (see 
section 5-4)- 

Compare the sequences generated from the implementation with those generated from 
the specification, and report the differences. 

5.2.3. Limitations and assumptions: 
In the following section, the limitations of the proposed reconciliation rnethod, and a few 
assumptions are discussed: 

The implementation of classes may contain more detaif than the design rnodels. Usually 
designers and developers add new methods and data when migrating from the design 
models to the code for different reasons, such as the implernentation environment, or to 
comply to certain performance constraints (e-g, predefined functions for the compiler). 
Although those modifications are not the focus of our reconciliation analysis, they can be 
detected and reported as changes introduced to the class definition. 

The reconciliation between the class specification and its implernentation assumes that 
coding and the design are done in a development framework with no code generation 
capabilities. In pradice, this is usually the normal scenario for software developrnent where 
designers use modeling toofs (e.g. OMT) to produce the analysis and design rnodefs, and a 
configuration management tool linked to a specific programrning language to produce the 
code, 

Data and control flow analysis for 0-0 systern are code dependent- They are not the focus 
of this research. Future investigation and research is needed in this area, 

5.2.4. The Object Relational Graph 1621: 
The ORG is introduced to represent the inheritance, aggregation, and association 

relationships between classes 1621 (see Figure 5-1). It is used to identify the classes affected 
when one or more classes are changed. Before we proceed to describe the ORG, we first bt-iefly 
review the inheritance, aggregation and association concepts used in 0-0 modeling. ln 0-0 
programs, there are three different relationships between classes. They are inheritance, 
aggregation, and association. In 0-0 programming languages (like C++ or Smalltalk), the 
inhentance feature is provided to support the generalization and specialization concepts in order 
to encourage code reuse in the irnplementation- An inheritance relation between a class and its 
subclasses means the properties defined for an object class are automatically defined for al1 its 
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subclasses (unless selective andlor ovemding inheritance are specified), Aggregation is 
supported in 0-0 programming languages through encapsulation, class rnethods, and instance 
variables. Using the aggregation concept, a composite objed can be defined based on its 
component objects, We cal1 a composite object an aggregate class object, The relation between 
an aggregate object and its component objed class is calied an aggregation relationship- An 
association relationship means that two independent object classes associate with each other in 
some manner, The associations includes data or control dependence, or message passing 
between two inde pendent O bject classes. 

Definition 4.1 : 

An edge-labeled digraph G=(V,LE) is a ddriected graph where V=wl,,,., VJ is finire set of 
nodes, L= fi,,.,., L,J is a finife set of labels, and E V x V x L is a set of labeled edges. 

Definition 4.2: 

The ORG for an 0-0 program P is an edge-labeled digraph G=(V,L, E) where V is the set 
of nodes representing the object classes in P, 0, Ag,As} is the set of edge labels, and E c E, x 

EAG x EAS is the set of edges defined below, 

Definition 4.3: 

El c V x V x L is the set of direct edges representing the inheritance relation between the 
classes. For any two ciasses Cl, C2 E cCl,C21>- E El hdicates that C2 is derived from the 
class CI , 

Examples in C++ programs, the inheritance relationship are identified by dedarations of 
the following foms  (they are defined in the header files): 

class Class-A: Class-B 

class Class-A: public C1ass-B . 

class Class-A: protected Class-B 

class Class-A: private Class-B 

Definition 4.4: 

EAG V x V x L is the set of direct edges representing the aggregation relationshrjo 
between the classes. For any two classes Cf, C2 E V; <CI,C2,Ag>. E EAG ljldicates thaf CI 
contains one ormore objects of class C2. - 

mmpfes:  In C++ programs, there are three types of aggregations: 

0 Automatic aggregation is identified by declarations of the following forms: 

(1) class Class-A: { 

Class-B 6; 

Class-C cr i ] ;  

LJ; 

(2) class Class-A:: f (...) { 

class Class-B b; 

Class-C clm]; 

/L - -1; 
Static aggregation are identified according to the declarations of the foIlowing forms: 

(A )  class Class-A: { 
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static Class-B 6; 

static Class-C c[w;  

IL* -1; 
(2) class Class-A:: f (.J { 

static class Class-B 6; 

static class Class-C c[m] 

J; 

Dynamic aggregation is identified by the declarations of the following foms: 

(1) class Class-A: { 

static Class-6 "6; 

static Class-C *cm]; 

// 

Class-A # ; // constructor, 

1; 
Class-A:: Class-A 0 { 

// Dynarnically create b; 

// Dynamically create c[m]; 

Definition 4.5: 

EAs c V x V x L is the set of direcf edges representing the aggregation relation between the 
classes. For any two classes Cl, C2 E V, <Cl, C2As>. E EAS indicates fhat Cl is associated wifh 
the class C2. in the following fhree ways: 

Class C7 uses insfance variables of class C2- This called data dependence. 

A Class C2 member funcfion is invoked by some member function of class C 1- This called 
message passing. 

e Ciass C2's objecfs are defned as formal paramefers of mernber functions in class CS, 
This called object parameter passing. 

Examples In C++ programî, there are three types of associations: 

Friend member function associations. These are identified by the declarations of the 
following forms: 

(1) class Class-A: { 

IL-- 

fnend refum-type Class-8.3 ( ,.) ; 

/L - -1; 
(2) class Class-A:: f (,..) { 

ciass Class-B b; 

Class-C c[m]; 
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/L * -1; 
Friend class associations are identified by declarations of  the following foms: 

(1) class Class-A: { 

Il---- 

friend class Class-B; 

/LJ; 

Ordinary associations are established through parameter passing of an instance of one 
class (or a pointer of another object) to a member function of anottter class- 

5.2.5. The Class firewall 
Any implementation of a class can be changed in many ways- Here, we classify various 

changes into three types, as described in [23,25,62]: 

(1) They affect its behaviors, such as states and transitions. 

(2) They affect operations and the behavior of its members functions. 

(3) They affect the relationships between classes and others. 

In the following we date a set lernmas and theorems to define in a formal way the concept 
of class firewall, for a detailed description of the proofs please refer to [62]- 

Let a class A be a subclass of class B in the Ïnheritance hierarchy , and class B is changed 
without affecting ifs re1ationsfir;o with other classes, If the changes affects the inherifed members 
(from 3 ckss B) of class A, for adequate festing, not only class B should be unif tested but class 
A should also be retested and reinfegrated with class 8. 

Let a class A be in aggregafion relationship with a class B, and only B is changed, without - affecting Zs relationship wzh other classes. For adequate tesfing not only should cr'ass B be unit 
retested, but class A should be retested with class B. 

Let A and B be a two independent c/asses, and class A is associated to class B, and if 
class B is changed wifhouf affecting 8s relationship wifh other classes then for adequate testing, 
nof only class B should be unit tested but class A should also be retesfed and reintegrated with 
class B. 

To compute the class firewall, we first introduce a binary relation R that is derived from the 
direct edges of an ORG=(V, L, E) : 

We cal1 R the dependence relation because it defines the dependence between the classes, 
according to the inheritance, aggregation, and association relations. More specifically , <GICI> 
E R i f  one of the follovving cases holds: 

(1) CI is derived from the class G- 

a (2) CI is an aggregate class of G. 
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(3) C1 ts associated with class Cz by either accessing its data members or passing some 
messages. 

in all of these cases, Cl is dependent on C2 in the sense any code change to would 
affect the behavior of Cl, The computed class firewall for a class C, denoted CCFW(C), then is 
defined as : 

where R- the transaive closure of R. that if <CirC,> E R and <C&Cp E Rr then 
E R, the transitive closure o f  R can be computed by the algorithm proposed in [64]- 

Theorem 4.1: 

Let G be an ORG for a given 0-0 program P, and R be the dependence relation denYed 
from G- Let C be a class in which a change is made to ifs defned or redefned rnembers. 
Assume the dependencies beîween the classes of P are dependencies of inherifance 
aggregation, andfor association relation, then CCF W(C) = CF W(C), fhaf Ïs : 

Theorem 4.2: 

Let CCFW(C) be the computed firewall for class C- For any class Ci, if Ci is not in 
CCFW(C), fhen Ci is not aflecfed by a change in cfass C and hence no retest is needed, 

The notion of ctass firewalls can be extended to a set o f  changed classes. 

Let S= {C&,&,-.-,C~ be a set of classes (that are changed), then the class firewalI for S 
denoted CFW(S) is defined as follows: 

Exam p le: 

Figure 5-1 shows an ORG of the elevator example [25]. 
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objecr/chss nrr Association 
ag: Asgregorion 

Figure 5-1: ORG of the elwator example 

The ORG is constnicted bas& on the implementation of the different classes. For example 
the declaration "Class building: public actionu is represented by the inheritance edge from 
building to action. 

The following declaration are represented by the aggregation edges that connect buildriig to 
the persCollecfion, ffoorCollection, and elevCollecfion. The aggregation edges are one-to-one 
which means that each building has exactly one persCollection, floorCollection, and 
elevCollecfion instance, 

class building : public action { 

pnvate : 

persCoIlection thepersons; 

floorCollection theFloors; 

elevColIection theElevators; 

public: 

//.-. 
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5.3. Verification of the code changes and the 
cIass specification 

5.3.1. Use sequence definition 
The MtSS of a class specifies the correct order in which messages can be sent to instances 

of the class. Similady, the MgSS specifies the causal order in which messages can be sent by 
each method to different class instance, Even though a class supports many methods, in 
practice, only subset of the methods rnight be invoked in a class instances- The sequence in 
which methods are invoked in an instance object, or sent to other collaborating objects, are 
called use sequences with respect to that object, The concept of use sequences is very similar to 
the concept of  MtSS and MgSS, We cal1 a Method Use Sequence denoted as MtUS as the 
sequence of methods invoked at an instance object, and we cal1 a Message Use Sequence, 
denoted as MgUS, as the sequence of messages sent out by an object to other instance objects- 

For each modified class, we cumpute its corresponding class firewall. We define the use 
sequence for the classes included in the class firewall, They are detemined by analyzing the 
code using static or dynamic controi flow analysis [29,35]. Then, the use sequences can be 
compared against the MtSS and the MgSS of the corresponding classes to detemine the npple 
effect of changes and the inconsistencies between the class specification and the modified 
implementation- In this chapter we stress the regression analysis aspects, rather than the control 
flow analysis. 

Consider the MtSS of the class Account: (open.deposif,(deposif~w%hdmw)~close) 

Figure 5-2 depids an Account object with four other client objects sending messages 

Generanirg the mcthod use sequence based 
on conrroLfTow anatysir 

Figure 5-2: Example of generaîhg the MrUS based on conrrolJlow unaiysis 

The number on are arc corresponds to the sequence in which the methods are expected to 
execute. Control flow analysis cari be used to generate such use sequences: 

For this particutar example, the following sequence is generated: 

MtUS-1: open. deposit. withdraw. balance.reporf, close. 
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The algorithm described in [66] can be used to compare the generated use sequence with 
the original MtSS. One can notice that two methods {balance, reporf) are added. Hence the 
tester c m  find the gap between the class specification and the rnodified implernentation. 

5.4. A conceptual model for a run tirne 
verification system 

The static control fiow analysis of an 0-0 program may not be able to identify al1 the 
possible use sequences due to the presence of dynamic binding, polymorphism, dynamic typing 
and pointer data structures [Il, For dynamicalty typed Ianguages such as Smalltalk, it rnay be 
impossible to derive ail the use sequences. Here, we propose a conceptual model of a nin time 
verification system that can help the development team identify any inconsistency between the 
modified class implementation and its specification- Our approach consists of the following 
steps: 

First, identify the classes affected by changes, This is done by computing the class 
firewall from the code using the algorithm described in [62]- 

Second, perfom fun time regression anaIysis for each class defined in the ciass firewall- 
During execution, each object receives a set of messages from client objects and as a 
response to these stimuli it executes corresponding methods. The method-message 
binding can take place at fun time, therefore at each object one can monitor the set of 
messages the object receives and the sequence in which it invokes its methods. Also, it 
possible to control at each object, the set of messages that are sent Sy each method to 
other instances of collaborating objects (see Figure 5-4). 

Third, compare the method and message use sequences generated for each class 
affected by the code changes with the wnesponding method and message specification 
sequences for the sarne class, and report the differences. 

5.4.1. Functional description of the nun time verification system 
The run time verification system monitors al1 methods invoked at an instance object to 

construct the MtUSs. It then compares them with the corresponding method sequence 
specifications (MtSSs). If the methods invoked are not cornpliant with the specifications, then the 
system will report the inconsistency between the implementation and the specification. In a 
similar way, the run time vetification systern will construct the MgUS of each object and wili 
check the modified cfass interactions with its corresponding MgSS. We can use the sarne 
algorithm descnbed in [3] to compare the use sequences generated from code with the MtSS 
and MgSS of the corresponding ctass and report the differences. The system will flag 
modifications in the intemal structure of class with added new methods, deleted methods or 
changes in the calling sequence of methods. It can also detect the modification of interactions 
between classes (added interactions, deleted interactions). 
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partial Class Firewall 
Objccts inciudcd in the Class CireWall ofthe dur Eh-ator 

Class Data Structure 

Samc Exccutsble 

Figure 5-3:Dara structure diagram for implemennng the run-tinte venpcation sysrem 

Figure 5-3 depids a data structure mode1 that can be used in implementing such a runtime 
vetification system. Each class cornputed in the firewalt wiil maintain links with its objects when 

. they are created at run tirne. The class maintains the rnethod dictionary for al1 its instances- The 
method dictionary contains the name of the method and the address of the exezutable binary 
code, Thus, afl the objects of a class share the method dictionary. The MtSS and MgSS of a 
class wilt be included with the method dictionary so that all the instances of the class can have 
access to the same MtSS and MgSS, Each object instantiation stores space for instance 
variables, a pointer to the method dictionary, a pointer to the MtSS, and a pointer to the MgSS. 
At each object, a method specification verifier and a message sequence verifier is kept, They 
keep track of the messages received and sent by the instance object and store them in the 
interna1 object state a method and message use sequences. To detect the inconsistency 
between the implementation and the class specifications, one can compare the use sequences 
generated with MtSS and MgSS of the classes affeded by the changes. 
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Figure 54: Reconciianbn berween the ciass impiemenration aflected by the changes and its spec~jication 

The above analysis can be surnrnanzed by the folfowing algotithrn: 

Input : Let S*,, Ca---, C$ the set of changed ciasses; 

Step-7: Compufe the ciass frewall CFW(S) to detect the set of affected classes; 

Step-2: For each Ci in CF Wp); 

Begin 

Construct Method Use Sequences MtUS(CJ; 

Construct Message Use Sequences MgUS(Ci); 

Compare(MtSS, MgUS) and report modr'fcafions; 

Compare(MgSS, MgUS) and report modr'fications; 

End. 

Example: 

Suppose we are given the ORG of the class elevator. Based on the class firewall concept [62J, if 
the class elevator is changed then the fotlowing classes are also affected: persCollection, 
floorCollecfion, elevCollection, goor and person. They need to be retested. 
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Aflecred classes 

0 E Inherrerrtance 

O bjecdcl~ss us: Asscxiarïon 
ag: Aggregm-on 

Figure 5-5: Example of rhe fipple egecss ofchangrhg the Efevator class 

If we consider the following C++ irnplementa3on of the class elevafor, 

class elevator { 

public: 

int getPassengers(v0id) ( return passenger;) 

void setelevNumber(int n); 

void showElevator(void); 

void setDirection(floorCollection &theFloors); 

int elevStopping(flooColledion &theFloorç); 

void action(floorCollection &theFIoors, perscollection &thePersons); 

1; 
The following use sequences cari be generated by the run tirne verification system: 

A simple cornparison of the above sequence of methods with the MtSS defined for the 
elevator class using our regrzssion analysis algorithm can detect added methods, deleted 
methods and modification of the sequence methods- 
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5.5. Chapter surnrnary 
In this chapter, we described a method for reconciliation between the class specification 

and its irnplementation affected by code changes. The method is based on the concept of MtSS 
and MgSS discussed in previous chapters, and the concept of class firewall for detecting code 
changes, The purpose of the method is to detect the inconsistencies between the irnplementation 
and the design, and therefore supports the validation and verification acîivities during an 
iterative incremental development process, 
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6. Traceability and 0-0 
Regression analysis and 

testing 

ntro ction and motivati ons 
Traceability is a technique used to link together the user and systern requirements, the 

analysis and design models, and the implernentation and the test cases, It is designed to solve 
what we cal/ the " Requirement Traceability problem", that is, the ability to describe and follow 
the life cycle of the software requirements in both forwarâ and backward directions [47J. 
According to [65], a requirement is traceable if the origin of the requirement is clear and it 
facilitates referencing in future developrnent activities. Each requirernent should have an explicit 
reference to its source in previous documents if any source information is available, and each 
requirement should have a unique reference identifier so it can be cleariy referred to in future 
development activities. 

Requirements traceabitity is considered as an audit trail that can verify that subsequent 
work produds satisfy the given products requirernent. The main objectives of traceability are: 

To improve the clarity of requirements. 

To reduce the requirement omissions- 

To ensure coverage of requirements during testing/verification, 

To support regression analysis and testing activities during the maintenance phase. 

Based on the objectives stated above, the following cnteria have been established for 
mechanisrns and methodologies used to implement a traceability procedure 1651: 

The mechanism should provide features so that the requirements in a document can be 
cleariy stated, indexed, segmented and cross referenced to improve requirement 
completeness and stability, 

Requirements can be traced forward and backward. 

The validation and verification process is based on the indexed, enurnerated 
requirements. The corresponding mapping between tests and requirernents can be explicitly 
listed. 

The mechanism is easy to ieam and use- 
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Modifications introduced to requirements, or other software analysis and design rnodels, 
can be traced and documented effedively, 

= The mechanism is tightly coupled with the documentation development process. 

The rnechanism produces requirement infomation in a format which can facilitate 
testing/verÏfication and problern evaluation and analysis- 

Numerous technique have been used to solve the requirement traceability problem 
including cross referencing schemes [52], keyphrase dependencies [53], templates [54], 
requirernent traceability matrices [551, matrix sequence [56], hypertext [577, integration 
documents [58], and rnatrix assumption-based truth maintenance networks 1591. Many 
commercial tools already exists [16]. They use similar concepts, and differ mainly in cosmetics, 
and the time and the effort and the manual intewentkn needed to achieve the requirement 
traceability. Many of these tools are inadequate for the 0-0 devvlopment process; they do not 
consider particulars of the 0-0 paradigm and the iterative nature of the development process 
rw- 

In ouf proposal, we use traceability as a framework for conducting and managing the 0-0 
regression analysis and testing activities, Our claim is that to support the latter activity, it is 
important to provide infomation about the scope of changes to maintain the test data, ln other 
words, traceability, with its notions of nodes, analysis, design and implementation models , 
documents and links [44], allows the user to identify elements in the software rnodels in order to 
establish relationships between these elements, and to navigate and report this information, 
Furthemore, by using traceability to maintain these connections, the development team can 
quickly assess the impact of the proposed change across al1 the views of the software provided 
by the models. They can also use these traceability links to assist in creating particular kinds 
of  models. Any relationship to existing rnodels acts as an integr@ check to identify missing or 
extraneous elements. For example, the development tearn, in their review of a newly created 
design model, can verify that every requirement has been addressed by at least one design 
element. It is important to note that although the establishment of links between the models is 
cnicial to developing high quality software, without some fonn of automation, performance of 
this task is laborious, costly and error-prone, 

In this chapter we describe a conceptual mode1 of the TOOQE rnethodology that supports 
the regression anaiysis and testing activities as identified in the previous chapters. The 
framework will include our proposal for solving the reselection of test case problems based on 
the class specification and assessing the impact of changes from the code and use case 
perspectives. These latter activities should be supported by a set of tooIs, and a TOOQE rnodel 
should be used in a centrai, common area altowing these tools to comrnunicate with each other, 
and should be integrated into a maintenance environment- 
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6.2. Traceability in the TOOQE methodology 

DTL defmed d 

Figure 6-1 : Tmceabiii~y face& 

Traceability in our model has three facets (See Figure 6-1): 

0 Traceability among al1 artifacts produced dun'ng one iteration of the development process. 
This facet links together the user requirements, the analysis models, the design models, 
code and test cases- This wiil provide forward and bachard navigation mechanisrns and 
change impact analysis capabilities. 

Traceability among the different iterations which Iink different versions of one model 
through the whole process of software development. This will provide rnechanisrns to track 
the full histoiy and the evolution of an artifact and its links. 

Traceability among the main change decisions and the software models to be modified. 
Change decisions are new models that we define in order to document the major reasons 
for modifications, The changes are usually requested by the user or due to implementation 
or performance constraints. Such models will hotd the following information: For example, 
the models to be üpdated, date and purpose of the change, and the designer responsible of 
implementing the modification. The traceability mecha~ism operates by constiucting what 
we cal1 a model dependency descriptor [63]. The links will be used to keep track o f  ail 
change decisions, the rnodels to be modified and fheir evolution. It provides navigation 
rnechanisms between the software models and the change decisions through the different 
iterations. For example, after assessing a new release of the software system a i  the end of 
one iteration the user requests to split one use case into two new ones. This request may 
cause major modifications in other analysis, design and implementation models. We define 
a decision request model to keep track of such major modifications. Change decisions may 
be in waiting, active, or old status. A waiting change decision exists but it is isolated or 
partially linked. The waiting status represents an incomplete specification dunng 
constructive design or modification. After al1 links have been added, the decision becomes 
active by explicit command and the links are consolidated. In active stcrtus no modification 
can be made to the model dependency descriptor. The active status represents a stable 
situation where decision is used to support proçram comprehensive and impact analysis. 
Active decisions become old at the end of iterations and the software assessrnent phase. 
They are kept for documentation and maintenance purposes. The concept of traceabiiity is 
used here as a means of capturing change rationales. 
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6.3. Models used in the TOOQE methodology 
A TOOQE repository should be populated with data zssociated with the regression analysis 

and testings namely anaiysis models, design models, the class irnplernentation and the test 
cases- These models are expressed using a certain fomalism depending on the 0-0 
rnethodology adopted during the development phase. Hence we define what we cal1 the 
"TOOQE ternplates", which contain the usefut information and incorporate additional ones 
needed for traceability purposes. The structure of the template depends mainly on the mode1 that 
we are going to abstract, The models used in aur frarnework are the following [69]: 

requirernents. 

use cases , 

analysis object specification or CRC cards. 

interaction diagrams, 

state transition diagrams. 

class specification: contains an abstract descnption of the methods, variables and 
collaboration between classes, The MtSS and MgSS are defined and stored within class 
specification model. 

code- 

* test =ses, 

decision change request. 

The motivation behind using the above models is that they are cornmon to alrnost al1 0-0 
methodologies- They summarize any information provided in additional models expressed in 
different fomaIisms [l i,18,19]- They cover the structural, dynamic and functional views of the 
system under development, Also, they are used and generated by many commercial 0-0 case 
tools, which will facilitate the task of gathering the information by a traceability tool automaticalIy. 
The last template called decision change request is added to the above list to document any 
request for changes, It will keep track basically of the rnodels to be updated and the purpose of 
the change. 

At this point, we introduce a new concept called "anchoisn which will identify the atomic 
elements of a given model. An anchor is point where a traceability link could be established. For 
example a responsibility for an analysis specification object is an anchor that could be linked to a 
use case. The main reason of such decomposition is to reinforce the ease of verification and 
validation activities. Anchots may be nested within each other as long as they do not overiap 
which means a model cm be considered as an anchor which contains other basic anchors- For 
exarnple, an interaction diagram contains consist of objects and messages. We identify the 
anchors using a label which is a unique identifier of the anchor; a type which will refer to the 
model being decomposed and a description or annotation. For each modei (analysis, design 
implernentation and change decision), a set of generic anchors can be defined based on its type 
and its basic components, A detailed description of fields defined in each model and the 
implemectation constraints will be provided in Chapter 7. 

6.4. Traceability links 
In order to provide traceability between the models, we define links which allovr the 

connection between two or more models (anchors). We define a link as a mutual inverse 
association (a bi-directional link) that can be traversed from an original mode1 (anchor) to a 
destination rnodel. We describe a [ink by the following set of attributes (see Table 6-1, page 1): 
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A fink label 1 Used to identiw the links between the models 1 

- 
Attribute 

-- 

Table 6-1: Traceability iink am-ibutes 

Description 

Link descnjition 
Hisfory information 
Version 
On'ginai mode1 type 
Destination model type 
i k k  types 

We identify three categories of links (see Figure 5-2 ) : 

- - 

~ z o t a t i o n o f  the Iink 
Date and time of creation/ responsible person etc- 
Number iteration 
Type of the ongin mode1 (e-g.. analysis. design, implernentation) 
Type of the target model (e.g. analysis, design, implernentation) 
lteration/Decision/ Modef link 

Model Traceabilify Links (MTL): They Iink the analysis, design, implementation models, 
and test cases during the same iteration. They provide the mechanism for navigation 
forward and backward between the models in order to perform the regression analysis and 
testing activities. 

Ongin mode1 type Destination mode1 type 

Andysis 
Analysis 
Design 
Design 
Analysis 
Design 

Code 1 Test suite 1 

1 

Analysis 
Design 
Design 
Code 
Test suite 
Test suite 

- - -- 

Anal ysis 
Desien 

Table 6-2: MaIel tmceabiIity lirdïs 

Code 
Code 

73e lteration Traceability Links (ITL): They link different versions of the sarne rnodel 
between different iterations. 

t 

Table 6-3: Iterah'on TmceabiZiy Links 

Origin Model 

Analysis 
Design 
Code 

Decision Change Links (DTL): They link the different change request decisions with the 
models to be updated during the different iterations of the development process. 

Destination mode1 

Analysis 
Design 
Code 

Oflgin Mode1 Destination model 

Decision 
Decision 
Decision 

Analysis 
Design 
Code 
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1 Decision 1 Test suite 1 
Table 6-4: Decision Tmceabiiity L i n h  

Figure 6-2 shows the different types of traceability links used in our regression methods. 

Iteraa-on Traceabi fiv L NJCt 
Model TroceabiIity Links 
De- Traceabiliry Lirks 

Figure 6-2: Troceability iinkr in h e  TOOQE rnethodology 

6.5. Change Analysis 
In previous chapters, we identified changes that a n  be introduced to the analysis, design 

and implernentation models. Here we describe how we can use traceability to detect such 
changes, and how we c m  track and assess the ripple effects of modifications. Our analysis takes 
consideration the changes introduced during the migration from one iteration into the next one 
(see Table 4-1, page 42). We classify them into two categories: 

Forward changes: We have already discussed this type of change in Chapter 4. We 
emphasize that they can be introduced from a use case perspective and propagates to the 
analysis, design and the implementation rnodels. This is the normal scenario of software 
development and it is usually introduced during the migration behveen iteratIons. 

Backward changes: We have described fhis type of changes in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. 
These changes are introduced during the sarne iteration (e.g., fixing bugs) or between 
successive iterations (e-g., adding new methods to a class), Here we describe how 
fraceability helps in keeping up to date the different analysis and design models and allows 
the user to perform change impact analysis by cornparhg the class specification and its 
implernentation. 
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6.5.1. Forward changes 
Changes are docurnented in the change request model. The developrnent team establish 

the decision links (DTLs) with the models to be updated. For example, if the user requests the 
modification of a use case, a new version will be created and al1 the model traceability links tied 
to the original version will be reported to be insecure. These MTLs will be used to navigate and 
update the models. New models and Iinks will be created; others will simply be deleted or 
modified depending on the scope of the change. The resulting relationship between the rnodels 
should be complete, consistent and correct. Figure 6-3, shows an example of propagation of 
changing a use case: 

Usc 

Figure 6-3: Exampie of propagation of changes afrer rnodfiing a use case 

Previously, we introduced the concept of anchors (section 6.3). Here we point out that they 
provide a basic mechanism for detecting the changes introduced to the intemal structure of one 
mode[. tri fact a model Iink consists of a set of sub-links depending on the number of anchors 
defined within it. In table 6-5, we give an example of the composition o f  MTLs. 

Label 

Req_UC 
Res-UC 
Res-ID 
Res-CL 
Obj_CL 

Met-RE 
Var-RE 
Met-ME 

Model type 

Requirement 
Analysis specification 
object 

CIass specificiition 

Ongin Anchor type 

Requirernent 
Responsibility 
Responsibility 
Responsibility 
Analysis Object 
Speciftcation 
Method 
Instance variable 
Method 

Destination 
Anchor type 

Use case 
Use case 
Interaction diagram 
CIass specification 
Class specification 

Responsibility 
Responsibility 
method impiementation 
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I 1 Instance variable ( irnplementation I VarME I 

Table 6-5: Example ofModeel TrnceabiZity lin& 

InteraCfion djagrams 

Test cases 

In the following, sections we will describe first how we can use the mode1 trsceability links 
to perform validation and verification activities at the end of one iteration. Second, we show how 
the iteration traceability links could be used to analyze the class specification modification. 

6 R 1. I .  Model Tmceabilig Graph and change deteclion: 
Figure 6-4 depicts the main models' traceability links among the TOOQE ternplates. We 

assume at  this point that during the IIDP, changes can be introduced to an analysis, or design 
mode1 or implementation independently, The tracea~ility links are transitive. For example if a 
use case is modified, the anatysis object specification will be marked as affected mode1 but the 
class specification, which is Iinked not to the use case but to the Analysis Object Specification 
will also be marked, Moreover, there is an implicit order of propagation of changes (see Table 6- 
6) between the models '. 

Use case 
Method 
State Transition Diagram 
Use case 
CIass implementation 
Class specification 

Figure 6-4: The h i d e l  Links between the TOOQE fernplates 

In a formal way, the relationship behveen the rnodels can be described by a Model 
Traceability Graph (MTG). AMTG is an edge labeled directed graph MTG=(V,L,E) where V is the 
set of nodes representing the different analysis and design rnodels (e-g-, use cases, ID). 
L=(DecL, AnaL, DesL} is the set of edge labels (for decision Iink, analysis Iink, design link), and 
E= E- u EMaL w E- is the set o f  the traceability links between the rnodels. Modification to 

Interaction diagram 
Class specification 
State based test case 
BB test case 
WB test case 
GB based test case 

' W e  need an acyclic graph to pmpagate the changes. 

77 

Use-ID 
Met-CL 
Stc-SD 
Btc-UC 
Wtc-CL 
Gtc-CL 
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the MTG cari be classified into three basic cases: adding a model, deleting a model, and 
changing a modela These structure changes Gan be identified as followsr 

Let MTG=(V,L,E) and MTG'=(V,LJ,E') be the MTG for fwo versions of the same sofhtvare 
generafed in two djfferent iferations. A structure change in the MTG is: 

If V' - V $0 then any v E (V' - is an added model. 

If V - V' 0 then any v E (VI - V) is a deleted model, 

O If E - E' # 0 then any e E (E' - E) is an added edge. 

e If F - E $0 then any e E (E - E3 is a deleted edge, 

If any v E V n  VI is changed, then a residual model is changed. 

In the following section, we give exampies of the possible changes that may be introduced 
to the analysis and design models- We illustrate also the propagation of such changes between 
these rnodels. 

6.5.i.l.I. ExampIe of propagation of the changes between the models 
In Table 6-6 we provide a list of the effects that result from changing one mode[ on the 

other models linked to it- 

Model 
changed 

interaction Diagram 

Specification (A OS) 

Class specification 

CIass 
hplernentation 
State Transition 
Diagrams 

Type of change 

add/delete 
modification of the ID: 
addidelete participant object 

add/delete/ a message 
add/delete 
Modification of the AOS: 

add/delete responsibility 
add/delete collaborating 

O bjects 
See Chapter 3 

See Chapter 3 

add/delete a state 
add/deIete a transition 

Models affected I 
Interaction Diagrarns 
Object Analysis Specifications 
Test cases 
Use cases 
Analysis Object Specification 
Class specification 
Test cases 
Use cases 
Analysis Object Specification 
Interaction Diagrams 

Use cases 
Analysis Object specification 
Class implementatiorrs 
Test cases 
State Transition diagram 
Class specification 
Test cases 
Class specification 

e test cases 1 
Table 6-6: Propagation of changes behveen the rnodels 
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6.5.1.1.2. Updating the traceability links 
One of the major problerns associated with traceability is the need for frequent updates of 

1 I 

the links to keep the relationship between the models consistent- These updates are time 
consuming, requinng the need for an automatic procedure to check and update the traceability 
links. This probtern depends on the implementation environment of the TOOQE rnethod- A data 
base management system can provide this service (see Chapter 7) by initiating a periodical 
checking procedure of the links (the time may be set by the user), For example, ven'fy that each 
model is properiy Iinked based on the pervious niles (see Table 6-1, Table 6-2, Table 6-3), and 
report any inconsistencies (e.g., Each model need one model traceability rnodel)- 

6.5.1.2. Truceabiiity and the Vnlidation and Verifcation of the nzodels 
For each mode1 defined in the TOOQE templates, we can use the traceability links to 

reinforce the validation and verification activities. In the foflowing tables, we give examples of 
the traceability links traversed in order to check the correctness, consistency and completeness 
of the analysis and design models that we have already identified in our method [69]. W e  
mention here that this list is flot an exhaustive one; it can be expanded to include further details- 
In addition, we do not deal with implementation issues; they will be addressed in the following 
chapter. 

Use case specification V & V features : 

Links used Verification to be performed 

ReqJJC Verify that al1 the requirements has been addressed. 

Req_UC Verify that al1 the use cases a n  be tracked back to at least one requirement. 

ReqJC, Verify that a traceability Iink has been specified for each usecase 
Res UC 

Analysis object specification V & V features: 

Links used Verification to be perfomed 

Res-UC Venfy that each responsibility is tracked back to at least one usecase. 

Res-ID Verify that each responsibility is associated with at least one interaction diagram. 
ObLCL Venfy that each analysis object specification is referred to by at ieast one design 

Interaction diagram specification V & V features: 

Links used Verification to be perfomed 

Use-ID Verify that al1 use cases have at least one associated interaction diagram. 
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Use-ID Verify that ail interaction diagrams are tmcked back to at least one use case, 

Met-CL VeriQ that the design class specification for each relevant analysis object of an 
ID offers the messaae used in it. 

Class specification V & V features: 

Link used Verification to be performed 

Met-RE, Verify that all responsibilities of the onginating analysis object specification are 
Var RE addressed by a design class specification. 
Met-Res Verif) that each method and instance variable of the design class specification 
Var Res is associated with a responsibility 
Metdl M Verify that al1 the code matches the specification with respect to the existence of 
Var-lM instance variables and methods, 

6.5.1-3. Analyting the Clnss specifcation modification 
After establishing the scope of changes and updating the different models, the development 

tearn has to perfom regression analysis and testing analysis. They can use the generated 
MtSSs and MgSSs and compare them with old versions to solve the reselection of test case 
problem- Furthemore, they can analyze the modification introduced to the ciass specifications 
and assess the rÏpples effects of such changes (see Chapter 3 for further details), 

Design andAna&ir changes 
I 

Modifed Annlysk and 

k d i k d  MtSS and L M ~ S S S  

: .  -L 

Figure 6-5: Reselection of rhe test cases based on the class specificution 

6.j .I.4. Analysis of the changes Nlhoduced tu one model during the IIDP 
The iteration traceability links and decision traceability links are defined to track the full 

history of one model and the rationale behind the changes introduced to it through the entire 
developrnent process (see Figure 6-6). 

The key benefits of establishing lTLs and DTLs between the models are: 
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Reinforcemen: or me cnange impact analysis process, by establishing links between the 
different versions ot ose model. In this way the developrnent team can nzvigate fotward and 
backward and control the evolution of the system. 

Facilitation of maintenance activities. The changes are documented in the request change 
mode[. so the maintainer witl have not only the actual changes introduced to the different 
rnodels over the development life cycl, but also the rationale behind them. 

L k  case Id: 
Dexripuon: 

Re B pst Con&:- 
Owncr iicf & 
Sce Xko: 

IrerurÏon 3 
Vcnion ;! 3 

Dcxnpùon: 

Rc & pa Cor&:---- 
Owncr field: 

Version = 3 

R+ Bt post Con&:- 
Owna  field: 
sec A b :  

Figure 6-61 Exnmpie of change unulysis benveen the irerarions 

6.5.2. Backward changes 
Changes introduced to the code can be detected using a code analyzer tool. We have 

pointed out in Chapter 2 that code based 0-0 regression analysis and testing strategies 
already exist. They compare the old version of a section of code with the rnodified one and 
report the changes. Here, we focus on the effects of code changes on the relationship between 
the code and the analysis and design rnodels. 

We use the concept of class firewall [62] to detect the classes affected by the changes. For 
each class included in the class firewall, we use the backward traceability links to update, delete 
and create analysis and design models ss needed, The MTLs and lTLs will be used to limit the 
scope of changes. The MtSSs and MgSSs can be used to check for inconsistencies between the 
modified class implernentation and its specification, This task could be automated and 
incorporated within a traceability tool, Figure 6-7 illustrate the use of traceability links to perfom 
this task- 
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Figure 6-7: Reconcilïarion between tlze class implernenrarion and its specrpcafion 

The foltowing (Figure 6-8) presents how we can use the iteration backward traceability links 
to detect the analysis and design to be updated. 

Class FirewaI1 

Figure 6-8: h m p l e  ofrhe n>ple efects of code changes 
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Changing the code is a manual process, The developrnent team will perforrn regression 
analysis by cornparhg the modified class implementation and the affected classes with their 
specifications. Next, the backward traceabiltiy links are used to update the corresponding 
analysis and design models, 

6.6. Chapter summary 
We have described the conceptual model of the TOOQE methodology designed to manage 

and conduct the 0-0 regression analysis and testhg activities during an IlDP as identified in 
previous chapters. We showed how we can use traceability as a basis for identifying the 
affected analysis, design and implementation models. TraceabiIity wiIl be considered as a 
essential component of a IIDP framework that includes ouf method for resefecting the regression 
analysis and testing package and analyzing the fipple effects of modifications on the class 
specification and the class irnpiementation. The implementation issues of a tool that will support 
the rnethod is discussed in the following chapter. 
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7. Irnplernentation Framework 
for the TOOQE methodology 

7.1. lntrodu ction 
In this chapter, we present the functional requirements for implementing the TOOQE 

frarnework which includes software repositories, reverse engineering tooIs, testing tools, 
traceability tools, measurement tools and a user fiiendly interface. We describe the components 
of the systern in ternis of expected functionafity. We do not focus on detailed irnplernentation 
issues. in the TOOQE model, we abstract software engineering concepts already discussed in 
the previous chapters, such as traceability, regression analysis and testing, and the iterative 
development process. We discuss some theoretical issues related to a given functionality of the 
system, to justify some of the analysis and design choices. Specifically we emphasis the 
problem of regression analysis and testing in the context of an 0-0 development process. 

The irnplernentation of the TOOQE system requires mainly a relational or an object oriented 
data base management system or a hypertext frarnework to ensure the storage of art.ifacts 
produced during the development process, and management of the traceability links. 

7.2. The TQOQE architecture 
The TOOQE environment consists of a repository and six major components, as shown in 

Figure 7-1. 

1, the extractor, 

2. the translater, 

3. the generator, 

4- the Trâceability Management System (TMS), 

5. the Modification Control System (MCS), and 

6. the Quality Monitor System (QMS), 

The goal of the first three components is to interface the TOOQE system with software 
engineering tools such as CASE tools, testing tools, and programming languages, The 
translator, the extractor and the generator tools cover the different artifacts generated 
during the IIDP to TOOQE templates. Thus, the system will be totally independent from the 
environment for development. Also, any modification in the format or the structure o f  an 
artifact due to a change in software engineering tools will be handled at the level of these 
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interfaces and will not directly affect the system, Such interfaces are built to insure the 
portabiiity of the TOOQE system and to facilitate future maintenance activity, 

The TOOQE repository retains a record of the analysis and design process, including both 
software objects and rationales. The TMS provides functions for capturing the analysis and 
design artifacts, rationale for decisions, test cases and implementations rnodels, Iinking them 
and managing the traceability links. The MCS is used to track the modifications and changes 
introduced to the artifacts during the development process. It assists the user in V & V activities 
via the regression analysis and testing functionality. The QMS enables the collected measures 
to be analyzed with respect to sorne quality critena, 

In the following sections we describe in detail the functionality of each component, 
Although the translator, the generator and the extractor are important component of the 
TOOQE framework , they are not the focus of our analysis and design effort in this research. We 
simply Iist here their expected functionality and their high level architecture. 

TOOQE Tcmptra 

Figure 7-1: The TOOQE architecture 

7.3. The Translater 
The transfator is a bridge technology tool which integrates in the TOOQE system the 

commercial CASE tools used in forward engineering. The translator has three main functions: 

* import 

rnetric computation 

The fi13 function, Import, populates the TOOQE repository after fonnrard engineering tools 
have been used by the development team. In our case, the models produced by the analysis 
CASE tool may be converted into TOOQE analysis ternplates. The process of conversion 
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aepends on the method used by the analysis tooL In a similar way, the artifacts produced by the 
design CASE Tool are converted to TOOQE design ternplates depending also on the design 
strategy adopted, 

The second fundion, Exporf, is used to generate useful information which shows the 
intemal structure of the system as implemented in the TOOQE repository. The user of the 
systern can view useful abstractions of the different Iinks between the models generated by the 
analysis and design CASE tools. Ideally the export function reports to the user modifications 
introduced to the system during the IIDP. Thus, he/she c m  update easiiy his documentation. 

The third function, Metric cornputation, works when the import function is activated. 
Pseudo-code and design metrics are cornputed and stored in the TOOQE repository, The 
pseudo-code metrics are cornputed by parsing the class detailed design generated by the CASE 
tool, The computation of the design metrics, on the contrary, has the TOOQE repository itself as 
input, lt csptures aIl the necessary information f o m  the TOOQE templates describing the Iinks 
between the different objects and models of the system, 

7.4. The Extractor 
The extractor is a reverse engineering tool which produces structural information according 

to a language-oriented schema, and computes software metria, The function of the extractor is 
similar to that of a compiler, It analyses the sources code of some high-IeveI programming 
language except that code generation is replaced by database generation- 

The extractor works in five phases: 

Lexical phase: collects data related to operators specifying actions, or operands 
representing data. 

Syntax phase: produces objects including instances of entity types, calling relationships, 
and declaration of cornponents. 

Semantic phase: Analyses the structure of objects in ternis of rnethods and instances 
variables and their interaction with the other objects, 

Sforage phase: stores entities and relationship types which characterize one Ianguage 
oriented schema in the TOOQE repository. 

Design metn'c cornpufation phase: uses the structural information, which has previously 
been stored in the TOOQE repository, to cornpute inter-abject attributes. 

Such a tool can be developed using tools such as LEX, the lexical analysis tool and YACC, 
the parser generator tool. 

7.5. The Generator 
The generator is a tool which integrates commercial testing tools into the TOOQE system. It 

provides three main functions: 

import 

rnetric computation 

The first function, import, populates the TOOQE repository after the testing tools have been 
used. It maps the generated the generated test cases to the TOOQE testing ternplates. The 
conversion depends on the testing strategy used by the tool- 

The second function, export, is used to update the testing plans of the system. It provides 
the testing team with the necessary feedback after modifications and changes are introduced to 
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the systern. This function covers the regression analysis and testing package, and the rnoaified 
parts of the system to be revalidated. 

The third function, metric computation, collects structural and functional metrics and quaIity 
attributes generated during the testing process, and stores them in the TOOQE repository. These 
metrics are used to assess the quality of the software under development, and to assist the 
testing team in their validation and verification activities. 

7.6. The TOOQE ternplates 
The TOOQE templates collect the useful information from the modeis generated by the 

different tools during the IlDP process. We mean CASE, testing and development packages. 
They also incorporate additional information needed for management of traceability and 
modification information, The structure of the template depends mainly on the model that we 
are trying to abstract, This not an easy task, especially in the case of the absence of  a certain 
formalism in a particular methodology used to describe the model. 

7.6.1. Use Cases template 
unique identifier 

title 

requirement field 

owner field 

pre and post conditions 

revision history - key words for cross-referencing 

description 

forward traceability links 

testing Iink 

7.6.2. Interaction Diagram template 
unique identifier 

' t Y  Pe 

description 

backward traceability link 

forward traceabiiity link 

owner field 

testing tracea bility lin k 

revision history 

7.6.3. Object Specifications ternplate 
object identifier 

description 

object type 
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responsibility table 

backward traceability table 

foward tractability table 

interaction table 

revision history 

keywords 

7.6.4. Class Specifications tempIate 
identifier 

description 

class type 

release status 

m inheritance information 

responsibitity table 

instance table 

method table 

testing table 

i revision history 

backward traceability iink 

keywords 

7.6.5. O bject behavior ternpIate 
The template describes the behavior of an object in ternis of states and 

transitions(messages exchanged bekveen the objects). We can use a stale transition graph, or 
an SDL diagram. 

7.6.6 Test case template 
This template describes the different fields of a test case designed to test the 

implernentation of a class or a group of interacting objects, 

0 unique identifier 

test case purpose 

test case type 

testing strategy 

list of the test case steps. Each step will contain: 

* A list of specified states for the object under test (If applicable). 

' A list of messages / methods that are to be used in the execution of the test 
case step (if applicable). 

" A Iist of exceptions to be raised by the object being tested (if applicable). 



* A Iist of intemipts to be generatea by the object being :esteu ( i f  applicabie). 

"A IÏst of external conditicns (if applicable )_  

" A list of additional cornrnents. 

backward tracea bility table 

forward traceability table 

owner field 

revision history 

7.7. The Traceability Management Syçtern 
(TM§) 

The Traceability Management Tool nMS) tool implements the three facets of traceability 
as specified in Chapter 6: 

Traceability among al1 the models produced during one iteration of the development 
process. The tool links together the user requirernents, the analysis models, the design 
models, code and test cases. It provides forward and backward navigation facilities. 

Traceability between the different iterations which Iirik the different versions of one model 
through the whole process of software development. The tool provides mechanisms to track 
the fui1 history and the evolution of  an artifact and its links, 

The tool allows the development team to establish links between the main analysis and 
design decisions and the software models. The tool keeps track of al1 the decisions and their 
evolution. It provides navigation mechanisms between the sofhvare models and decisions 
through different iterations, 

The TMS has a layered architecture (See Figure 7-2) consisting of: [(l) the TMS core, (2) 
the service layer, (3) the interaction layer]. 

Tne core provides database schernes for recording decisions and linking them to sofiware 
objects in the TOOQE repository. Ii is also responsible for providing a search language for 
retneval of models, and their mutual relationships. The TMS core is the only layer which 
depends on the DBMS used to manage the TOOQE systern- 

The service layer provides operations for organizing information about the model decisions 
and software objects. It manages the traceability links among the different models and 
provides the development team validation and verifkation services. 

The interaction layer defines the user interface and presentation of the different models of 
the system under development, It provides a friendly graphical and textual environment thât 
allow the user to interact easiIy with the TOOQE framework, It also covers the user help and 
the user assistance services. 



Figure 7-2: Traceabilis, ~Managemenr Sysrem (73.45'). 

7.8. The TM$ tool services layer 
7.8.1. The manipulating services: 

They are used to build the traceabiiity rnodel, They are classified in two categories as 
follows: 

Decision manipulating services: 

Name Description 

Create Store a new decision after it has been edited. 

Delete Remove a waiting decision fiom the repository- 

Updat e ModifL the content of a waiting decision, 

111s tance Instantiate a decision from a generic one adding a link- 

RepIace Substitute an active decision wÏth a neu- one adding a link. 

Connect ~Vodifir a waiting decision to active statu- 

Disconnect Revert a waiting decision to lvaiting starus. 

Mode1 manipulating services : 

Name Description 

Crcstmodel Store a new mode1 after it has been editeci 

Updatemodel Modify the contents of a modei- 

Deleternodel Delete a mode1 from the repository, 
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7.8.2, Linking sen-iccs: 
The traceability Iinks are bi-directional and they are classifïed in different categones: 

Analysis and design links cover : 

1 - Links between two ana:ysis rnodels. 

2. Links between an analysis mode1 and a desiçn model- 

3, Links between two design models- 

4. Links between an analysis mode[ and an implementation model. 

5- Links between a design model and an irnplementation modef. 

Test case Iinks encompass : 

6. Links between a test suite and an anaiysis model- 

7. Links between a test suite and a design rnodel. 

8, Links between a test suite and an implementation model- 

Decision links cover : 

9- Links between a decision and analysis model. 

1 O. Links between a decision and design model. 

11. Links between a decision and implementation model. 

The linking services provided by the TMS tool are summarized as follows: 

.Mode1 Iinking sewices: 

Name Description 

Linkmodel Links two models. 

Deletelink Deletes a link behveen hliO models. 

Updatelink Updates a link between mo models. 

Decision linking sewices: 

Name Description 

LinkDemodeI Links a mode1 to a decision, 

Linkcause Links a cause decision to an effect decision- 

LinkDeremove Removes a M c  bebveen a decision and a m~del.  

Link3W1ed Links a justifjing decision to a justifiecl decision. 

7.8.3. Navigation services: 
They are summarked in the following table: 

Name Description 

Tracebacbvard Starting f?om a model, navigate ba&vard the traceability links to the originating 
higher-level model. It encompasses the decisions and rnodeIs involved in one iteration. 

Tracefonvard Starting fiom a model navigate forward the traceability links to the following loiver- 
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level models, f t  inchdes the decisions and nidcls invoh cd ln ortc i tcr;i~io:i 

Traceamode1 Trâck the evolution of a aven mode1 riirough the cntirc ~ L ' \ C ' ~ O ~ I I ~ C I I ~  prcxtls'r 

WhicNink Returnç the Iink type between hvo artifam, 

Histo- Returns ail his ior id  predecessors of a dccision 

7.8.3. Validation and Verifkation senrices 
This fayer provides the development team with the necessary information and feedback 

needed to test the analysis and design models. To assist the V& V activities, we adopt three 
interrelated testing criteria that are common to al1 rnodels: 

completeness 

consistency 

These attributes must be interpreted in the context of the iterative incremental approach. 
Early versions will not be expected to attain the same level of detail as later versions- The 
emphasis of the testing process is the feedback into the development process, Correctness and 
cornpleteness are judged against the aspects of reality which the model is intended to reprssent. 

The model is complete if it is judged that the entities desciibe the aspects of the knowledge 
being modeled in suffÏcient detail for the goals of the current iteration. Consistency is judged by 
considering the relationships among the entities in the model. An inconsistent mode1 has a 
representation in one model that is not correctly reflected in other portions of the model. These 
may be contradictions, or differences in the level of detaii. 

The process of mapping one mode1 into another mode1 can introduce errors. Testing the 
new model is partially accomplished by comparing it to the original model. The mapping should 
be cornplete, which means that every entity in the original model should be accounted for in the 
transformation, The mapping may result in an existing entity being eliminated form future 
rnodels or that the entity rnay be split into two more smaller, more specific entities. The rnapping 
should maintain the same relationship among the entities in the previous model. 

The TMS uses a certain number of techniques to assist the development team in testing the 
analysis and design modefs. It implements the set of verfication and validation services specified 
in Chapter 6 by reiying on the definition of the traceability links defined between the models and 
the TMS core services for searching and retrieving the information. The services which cover the 
V & V of the TOOQE ternpiates are the following: 

Use Case Specification V & V features : 

Name Description 

Verfi~Req Ver@ that all of the requirements have been addressed. 

Ver$-Use Case VeriSf that al1 = cases can be tracked back to a Least one requircment. 

Ver@-RedUseCase Detect redundancy beriveen use cases- 

Vef~yTracUseCases VerQ that a fomard traceabilÎty link has been specified for each usecase 

Analysis Object Specification V & V features: 

hrame Description 

Venf'.RespUc Ver@ that each responsïbility is tracked back to at Ieast m e  usecase. 

VerfïyRespld Ve- that each responsibifiiy is açsociated with at Ieast one interaction diagram- 

VerZj-Anai>- Ver* that each anaiysis object specification is referred to bjr at least one design class 
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VenfuSub~st Ver@- that highlyaupled objects e'ust at the same subsystern, 

Interadion diagrams Specification V & V features: 

Name Description 

Ver@UcId VerQ that ail use cases have at least one associateci interaction diagram- 

V e e I d U c  Ver@ that al1 interaction diagrams are tracked back to at least one use case, 

Verï@IdClass Verify that design class specincation, for each relevant analysis obj& of an ID offers 
the message used in i t  

Class Specification V & V features: 

Name Description 

Verifj43bjClass Venfj. that ail responsïbilïties of the originating analysis object specification are 
addressed by a design class specification, 

VerifyMethResp Ver@ that each method and instance variable of the design cIass specification is 
associated with a responsibili- 

VenfyCIassCod Ver@ that ail code matches the specification wiùi respect to the existence of instance 
variables and rnethods. 

VeriQTestmeth VerQ that at least one test case, and one test case driver, exïst for each method, 

7.9. The System Quaiity Monitor (SQM) 
The SQM is a tool which incorporates three main quality functions: 

assessment 

O prediction 

Quality assessment provides relative cornparison of the quality of software components, 
Quality control identifies software components whose quality values exceed standard quality 
thresholds, or degrade over tirne. Quality prediction forecasts the quality of software components 
using measures which are available early in the software life cycle. 

In each case, a model of quality is used to define an association between the extemal and 
the intemal attributes of software products in the TOOQE repository. Although extemal 
attributes, such as maintainability, reliability, or usability, are the ones that most software people 
need to know, they cannot be measured directly, Indirect measures of interna1 attributes, such 
as size, or coupling, are needed to measure the overall software quality. 

The SQM tooi represents an important component of the TOOQE system, However, due to 
the limitation of time and space, we cannot go further in our analysis- We mention that the tool 
should adopt a model to descnbe the external and intemal attributes in order to quantify them. it 
wiil not incorporate built-in analysis capabilities, but it can interface with other external tools with 
different underlying analysis techniques. 
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7.1 O.The Modification Control Systern (MC§) 
* The MCS is a tooi for capturing modifications and tracking changes introduced to the 

different models produced during the deveiopment process, lt also enables designers to 
perfonn change impact analysis, and perfom regression analysis and testing activities- 

The MCS offers the foliowing set of functionalities: 

A full history of ail the modifications introduced to one mode1 during the different 
iterations, 

The rationale behind major change decisions, and their impact on analysis and design 
rnodels. For example, a given use case is split into new use cases may imply the creation of 
new objeds and associations- 

The modifications introduced to one mode! during a micro iteration, and their rïpple effects 
on other linked rnodels, 

The regression analysis and testing activities. 

The first three features in t h e  previous list are related to the analysis impact activity, They 
are conceived to he!p the user in documenting the systern and to assist him in the analysis and 
design effort. The last one is onented to the testing activity. 

ln a similar way, the MCS service layer has layered architecture, consisting o f  

1. the MCS core, 

2, the service layer, 

3, the interaction layer (see Figure 7-3: Modification Control System (MCS)) 

O f S  Services 

C M S  Core 

Dab BYC >Sanagement System 

Figure 7-3: :tIodrjkation Con ~ o l  Syslem (;LfCS) 
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7.10-1. ,MCS services: 
Decision analysis Services: 

Name Description 

DecisionImpact Track the impact of a decision on the different rnodels, 

DecisionHistory Track the evolution of decisions and their rxtionships through the entire development 
process, 

Change Impact services: 
- - 

Name Description 
- -- 

Mod.@Models Track the modification introduced to one mode1 and their ripple effects on other linked 
models 

HistoryModels Track the changes inîroduced io one mode1 through the diaerent iterations of the 
deveIo~ment ~rocess- 

SelectTestCases Select the regression analysis and testing package. 

tn this chapter, a framework for implementing the TOOQE methodology is discussed. The 
specifications and functional requirements for the different cornponent of the a TOOQE system 
are described infomally. We define a set of tempiates extracted from the analysis and design 
models and we introduce two main components of the system: a Traceability Management 
System (TSM) and Modification Control System (MSC). The TSM is designed to handle the 
traceability links and navigation functionality between the TOOQE ternplates, The MSC is 
designed to perform regression analysis and testing. 
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8. lntegrating of the TOOQE 
concepts within the 

ObjecTime tool 

8.1. introduction 
ObjecTime is a powerful graphical modeling environment for the object-ofiented design 

and simulation of real-time systerns. It is ideal for rapid prototyping of distributed. event-dnven 
systems using synchronous or asynchronous communication, and the development of efficient 
implementation for a target reai-time platform. The implementation is generated directfy ffom the 
Toolset, so that the irnplementation always stays in synchronization with the models. 

ObjecTime is set of tool that spans critical portion of software development lifecycle. 
Currently. ObjecTime has tools for capturing requirements, and designing, executing. and 
documenting designs. The tools are integrated within the development environment. 

Figure 8-I: ObjecTime tooker 
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8.2. The Basic ObjecTime concepts 

8- 2, LI 1. Actors 
Structural components in ObjecTime are called actors and are the main unit of design. 

Adors have the following properties: 

They are potentially concurrent. 

Actors communicate by sending messages. 

They are encapsulated. 

0 They have a structure, 

They can have a behavior. 

8.2.1.2. Messages 
Actors communicate and interact with each other by sending messages. Each actor has a 

set of messages that it will respond to. A design represents some overall system, and each actor 
makes up some part of the system. The ovefaII behavior of the system is compnsed of the 
behavior of al[ its interacting components. Furthemore, actors are not directly aware of other 
actors in the design; they onty see their own interface through which they may communicate- 
This is what is rneant by encapsulation. Other actors send messages to request that an actor 
perform the functions for which i'L Es responsible. 

8.2.1.3. Actor classes, Irii heriinnce and Ac for structure 
An actor class is a specification for a type of actor that will appear in the design, AI1 actors 

have a class specification. Two or more actors of the same type used in the design are said ta be 
references of the same actor class. Hence, a class is like a ternplate for creating actors. An actor 
class specifies an actor's structure and behavior, as well the messages it cân send and receive- 
Classes can be stored in iibrary for reuse purposes. 

Inheritance is one of the means by which classes are reused. Classes are organized in an 
inheritance hierarchy- Subclasses inhen't vanous attributes from superclasses such as structure, 
behavior and design documentation. lnheritance is an abstraction and reuse mechanism for the 
system components. 

An acior class rnay contain references to other actor references. This is a way of simplifying 
designs by allowing comptex actors to be decomposed into simpler actors. Decomposition is an 
important principal in the ObjecTime tool set- The structure of an actor captures the 
communication and containment relationships among systern components. 

8-2.1.4- The Acfor behavior nzotlel 
The components of a system must have a way of reacting to a system event (message), 

Also, they must have a way of communicating with other components of  the systern (or even 
outside the system). 

AI1 actors can have a behavior, which defines how the actor will respond to incoming 
messages. The behavior is specified using hierarchical finiie statecharts. When an actor 
receives a message, a transitions may occur causing the state machine to perfom sorne 
action, and possibly rnove to a new state. 
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- n e  State behavior of a conpLx.4aor k viewed as conslsting of  three CO-parts: 
-The inherited part (State ch- ofthe base mors from which the cornpiex Aaor is derived ). 
- n e  aggregse part (State charts of  the components Aaors ). 
-The defincd part (Skite cham defming the " unique" behin-iorof the Actor itself). 

' X tramÏtions t is 

Figure 8-2: Actor behavior 

defmed in terms o f :  
(porc. signaL guard 
fincr~on)- 
(an acrion may be 
associared w ~ h  L) 

* Each State msy have : 

8.2.1.5. Ports and binding 

S1 

S2 

Ports are a means for actors to communicate with each other- For an actor to comrnunicate 
with another, they must each have a port, and the ports must be connected by a binding. Aciors 
communicate and interact primarily through ports and bindings- A port is a reference to a 
protocol class which defines the set of messages that a port is pemitted to send or receive. 
Ports can be attached to the interface of an actor's structure or  be attached intemally for 
communication within an actor. 

(an enrry acrion; 4 
e.-aciion) 
(an exrr acrion; x-aciron) 

8.2-1.6. Data objects 
Data objects are used in the actor behavior. A data object is similar to an actor. It  is 

enmpsulated and thus is accessed via messages on its interface, except that a data object can 
be considered to have a single, implicit port on its interface. Furthermore, it is passive and 
always executes within the thread (process execution) o f  control of an actor- 

A variety of base data types are supported, which are based on language independent 
types. Data objects can also be sent and received by actors using messages. The data in a 
message are processed by the behavior of  the receiving actor. 
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Data M~sslge 
Motmation contained in message to be bu anor l h u g h  
proccssed by receiving ador port aIong binding 

Figure ê-3: The ObjecTirne acror cottcepts 

The ObjecTjme requirements definition and traceability fèatures. provides the ability to - 
create or edit requirements, and to link these requirement to entities in the model. Three teveI of 
manipulation of requirements are considered in the tool: 

The requirements definition facilities are intended to provide a simple set of capabilities 
for the definition and manipulation of  requirernents- In many cases, these facilities may be 
ail that is required for a group to manage the requirements relating to their object models. 
Users who have an existing requirement tooi (e-g., DOOR) may exchange requirements 
files between ObjecTime and their existing external tool. 

The requirements definition functionality allows the customization of the types of the 
requirements that c m  be defined, as well as the properties for each type of the requirement- 
Three types of requirement are considered: general requirements, functional requirements, 
and interface requirements [68]. Requirements are organized in a hierarchy, and the tool 
provides facilities to create, update and delete requirements. 

The requirements traceability functionality allows the user to fink requirement mode1 
entities within an ObjecTime model. Verification functions are provided to alIow the user to 
ensure that al[ the requirements are Iinked to model entities, and tc ensure al1 model entities 
are justified by the requirements. The model entities affected by the changes to 
requirements can be easily determined. 

8.2.1.7.1. Requirements Verification test 

The ObjecTime requirements definition and traceability features provide a simple collection 
of verification tests that can be applied to requirements specification or an ObjecTime model. 

In the following, we list an example of the verification requirements tests provided by the 
tool: 
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Ali requirements have a unique name. 

Ail the requirernents are properly related. 

e AI1 the requirements are Iinked to a model entity, 

AI1 requirements are assigned to individual, 

Model entities, such as actors, bindings, message sequence charts, etc- are Iinked 
properly to the requirements- 

WorZrspace 
Bmwser 

mode1 update 

v 
Acfor classes 

ProIocol ~Iasscs 

Data chses I 

8.3. Possible Extension of the ObjecTirne 
tool sêt: 

8.3.1. Introducing the Iteration and Gate concepts 
ObjecTirne assumes that designers adopt an iterative incremental development process. 

The tool provides a set of functionalities ?O produce and manage different version or prototypes 
of the system under developrnent. The main concept is called context [68], where the user can 
define the requirements, design the models. execute the system and Save the changes 
introduced to the system. The prirnary purpose of the definition of the context is configuration 
and management of the different releases of the software in a multi-developer environment. 
Although, the functionality as implemented in the tool allows the designers to keep track of al1 
updates of the systems, it lacks what we cal1 "check pointsn where the system can be validated 
with user and tested against its requirements or previous versions. A validation Gate ends the 
assessrnent phase of a macro-iteration and marks the beginning of another one. We inttoduce 
the concept of Reration which should be associated with a subset of the original requirements of 
the system and validated by the user. The production of the software will be divided into a 
certain number of iterations. An iteration contains several micro iterations which can be mapped 
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directly into the context concept of ObjecTime. The latter includes several updates generated by 
different software developers. Figure 5-5 depicts the proposed rnodel- 

The number of iterations, and the functionality to be implemented should be decided by the 
project manager in collaboration with users and the developers, The iteration is ended af!er the 
assessmerit of the prototype produced and correcting the different models (ânalysis, design, and 
implementation). 

Update Zf2 

TOOL VlEW OF THEITERATION 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

Work space Manager 

Figure 8-5: Possible ireration managernenr in ObjecTime 

Regression analysis and testing takes place to verify that the modified version of the systern 
meets the original and new set of requirements of the sysiern. 

The implementation of such functionalities will not need major changes to ObjecTime tool 
set, 

8.3.2. Feasibility and advantages 
One of the main advantages of such features are that the software developers will have a 

more consistent development process where the user is involved in the development process at 
plannec! intervals- The implementation of such functionalities will not need major changes to the 
ObjecTime tool set. The original repository will be extended to incorporate new tables- For 
example, one iteration can be characterized by the fotlowing fields: 

starting date 

finishing 

list o f  people involved in the iteration 

list of tasks assigned to each individual (e-g., subsystems to be built, subsystems to be 
validated) 

list o f  requirernents addressed by the iteration 
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Such feature can be implemented and provided to the users as an optional functionality that 
can handle some aspects of the project management during the development process. It may 
also be used to incorporate information gathered fromproject management third party tools . 

8.3.3. Improving the traceabitity functionality 
We have already described the traceability concept, and how it helps in the change impact 

analysis and regression analysis and testing activities, Here, we propose to incfude the 
following models and Iinking setvices in the traceability tool set of ObjecTime: 

decision models 

test suite models 

vertical Iinks between the different versions of one model 

navigation and traceability verifkation services 

Drsision Iteration ttar - 

ROOM 
1 

I 

Chart 

implemcnhtion 

t 

I Iteration 1 I 
Regression Analysis 

Y 
. +  fmproved Traceability links 

n 

1 1 Ïndicnter new conceps inrrcdzed to the ObjecTirnefimework 

Figue 8-6: Possible edension ofthe ObjecTime environment 

As mentioned in Chapier 6, the decision model will keep track of the major decisions taken 
as designers update the system. Such decisions may affect the requirements, and they are 
usually motivated by the imptementation environment constraints or performance concems. The 
decision modeis keep track of al1 the information needed to identify a change such as purpose of 
the change, owner, and date of the change, The designer establishes explicitly the links between 
the models to be updated and the change decisions. 
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8.3.3.2.Linking and navigation services 
One major difficulty with traceability is hovr to update the Iinks between the models and how 

to ensure the consistency and correctness of such operations. We propose the foIlowing 
extensions: 

Add semantics to the traceability links. ObjecTïme traceability links are a simple cross 
referencing between the models. We suggest that a link will contain not only the information 
about the modeis tied together, but also the owner of Iink, the date of cieation, and many 
other fields (see Chapter 6 for compfete description). The latter information can be used to 
check the consistency of links, and initiate periodic updates (e-g., links can cnecked 
automatically after a certain period of time). 

.The Iinks between the models provides the folIowïng services. First, the ability to navigate 
behveen the models durhg the same iieration, to ensure the traceability of the 
requirements or to know the rationale behind changes- Second, detect and assess the nppk 
effect of changes. Whenever a model is changed, its links become insecure and the 
modeis tied to it are reported for update and modification (further discussion are provided in 
Chapter 6)- 

The implernentation of such Iinks and services requires the additions of new subsystems to 
control and manage the modification and traceability links, The user can have a unique interface 
to access to such functionality or it can be distributed over the other subsystems (e-g., 
requirements management system). 

8.3.3.3. Regression annlysis bmed on the MtSS and MgSS Actor Specifcntionr 
We introduced the concept of MtSS and MgSS in Chapter 3- We descnbe the process of 

generating such sequences from the analysis and design rnodels. Our approach can be used 
with ObjecTime models, narnely the message sequence charts, the ROOM charts and the actor 
structure model, The method can summarized as follow : 

Generate the new MtSS and new MgSS for each modified actor from the analysis and 
design models at the end of the iteration. 

Perform regression analysis and match the existing test cases with the new MtSS and 
MgSS using the regression algorithm descn'bed in Chapter 4, 

Classify the regression test suite. 

8.4. Chapter sumrnary 
In this chapter, we discussed how some of the TOOQE concepts can be integrated in an 

existing CASE tool called ObjecTime. The current version of the tool provides users with an 
integrated developrnent environment, including analysis, design, and code generation 
capabilities. We presented how to extend the existing validation and verification capabilities of  
the tool the by incfuding the IIDP concepts, traceability and regression analysis features, 
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9. Conclusion and future 
research directions 

Object-oriented software developrnent utilizes iteration much more than does software 
development using traditional techniques such as structtired analysis and design- The 
multimodef nature of the different 0-0 development methodologies promotes several iterations- 
The system evolves, and functions (classes) are incrementally added and modified from one 
iteration to another- Changes are introduced to the different models from analysis, design and 
code perspectives to accommodate additional user requirements or development environment 
constraints. 

Throughout this thesis we demonstrate the need for a systematic methodology to handle 
requirements changes. We achieve this by detecting design changes and deriving the ripple 
effects on a key set of existing interaction sequences during the migration between iterations. 
The problem of regression analysis and testing in an iterative incremental development process 
is defined, Existing regression analysis and testing methodologies are discussed and criticized. 
A novel method for conducting and managing such activity is presented, The underlying process 
of the method is based on the rnethod (MtSS) and message (MgSS) sequence specification 
concepts. The latter concept is used to model the inter-class and intra-class behavior based on 
a reguiar expression fomalism. It is important for the reader to note that this fomalisrn is not 
adequate for representing the complete functionaiity of most objects. Nevertheless, the order of 
interactions and calling sequences of the methods for a class can be represented by regular 
expression. Since our intention in this thesis is regression analysis, this fomalism is well suited 
and it is used here. Chapter 2 provides the reader with background information related the to O- 
O technology, especially 0-0 testing, The problem of regression analysis and testing is 
identified and related work is discussed. Chapters 3 through 6 describe the details of the 
method. In Chapter 7, a high level support tool for the method is presented. lrnplementation 
and scalability issues are discussed. A possible integration of the method with an existing real- 
time, Object-oriented software design toolset called ObjecTime is presented in Chapter 8. The 
latter discussion is provided as an explicit proof of the feasibility of the TOOQE concepts. 

9.1. Future work 
The validation and verification activities in the 0-0 paradigm focus on the analysis and 

design models. Hence, investigation and new research is needed in order to integrate these 
activities earlier in the development process. This thesis opens up a set of new research topics 
related to Object-onented regression analysis and testing. 

In the foilowing, we briefly discuss these issues: 

o lntegration of V & V with the analysis and design phases, This is still an open area of 
research. The main advantages of such approach are reducing the cost and the effort 
devoted to the field testing and maintenance of a system. New methods for vetifying the 
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correctness, completeness and consistency of Object-oriented analysis and design rnodels 
are needed- Our approach is a step in that direction- The MtSS and the MgSS c m  be used 
to p e i f o n  such validation, 

0 In the following, we discuss a set of possible extensions in order to carry out the validation 
and verification of the models: 

First, new constfucts and operations can be defined and added to the tarmalism to 
facilitate the manipulation of the MtSS and the MgSS. 

= Second, incorporate data in the message traces- 

= Third, enhance the method of generation of the MtSS and MgSS from the detailed 
and design specification rnodels- Our approach, as described, depends on the model 
used to generate the MtSS and the MgSS, However, there is no agreement in the 
software engineering community on what is the best formalism used in 0-0 
rnethodologies, An improvement of the method would involve a more precise and 
fomalized definition of the process of generating the MtSS and MgSS. 

Object-orÏented test case perspective. We rnentioned in Chapter 2 that many of the 
existing regression analysis and testing methodologies consider the test cases as set of 
inputs and expected outputs, However, in 0-0 design, software objects encapsulate data 
and behavior. Hence, there is a need for a method to assess the impact of changes on the 
relevance of state-based test cases durhg regression analysis and testing. Our approach 
handles this by using the state transitions diagrams. However, the method can be extended 
to include more complicated behavior models such as hierarchical and communicating state 
charts. 

lntegration of the TOOQE methodology with an existing commercial 0-0 CASE tool 
called ObjecTime. As we mentioned earlier in Chapter 8, the tool provides the user with an 
integrated environment of development which includes requirements capture, structure and 
behavior modeling and code generation. Our work will improve the traceability capabilities 
and extend the verification and validation adivities. 

Tool support for promoting traceability: Although many commercial tools provide 
traceability, they do not provide full change capabilities. Adding semantics to the 
traceability links, and incorporating intelligence to automate the Iinking services (capturing 
/modi@ing/ deleting) between the models, are new areas of research, These will help 
reduce the overhead of maintenance activities and improve the effciency of such t~ols. 

Cornplexity analysis and generating rnetrics. We did not investigate the effects of using 
our regression analysis and testirrg methodologies on the coverage of the modified code 
and the systern specifications including the anatysis and design models. Gathering rnetrics 
is essential to measure the effectiveness of a method. However, generating metrïcs and 
perforrning complexity anaiysis of 0-0 software is still largely a research problem 1701- 
Many testing experts suggest that existing strategies designed for procedural languages can 
be applied at the class level, but such strategies are not suitable for higher fevel 
cornponents such as class hierarchy testing and class Iibrary testing. Moreover dynamic 
biding and polymorphism complicate such tasks. 
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